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Ferguson’s spending
compares to Rico’s

Jimeyous

For S.U. cafeteria cashiers Betty Wells (I) and Bea
Araujo, it’s business almost as usual yesterday when a

Power outage darkened the S.U. Building for three
hours. Service was restored before the lunch hour.

Power blackout on campus
leaves S.U., classes dark
People in the Student Union,
Business Tower and the Business
Classrooms yesterday must have
thought the ultimate energy saving methods had become a
reality.
All three buildings lost power
at 8:12 a.m. Wednesday, according to SJSU chief electrician
Al Mosher. He blamed the failure
on a transformer or line problem
in the Business Classroom area.
As of late yesterday afternoon, the exact cause of the
blackout had not been determined, and the Business Tower
and Business Classrooms were
still without electricity, except
for emergency lights.
The Student Union received

power about 11:15 a.m., when
Plant Operations personnel switched the building to another
power line.
Operations continued almost
as usual in the Student Union during the power outage, as most activities used makeshift lighting
and increased staffing to keep
things going.
The food services were the
most notably affected by the
blackout. However, gas stoves
enabled employes to keep hamburgers on the cafeteria line and
cash registers were hand cranked.
Ice-covered containers kept
soft drinks cold, but the ice
cream bar almost had to close
down, according to Michael

Dolan, food service director.
Candles and camping lanterns
provided light in offices and
rooms.
At the bookstore, escorts guided customers. Minimum purchases were encouraged to keep
traffic flowing.
A skylight in the middle of the
building provided ample lighting
and students continued to congregate and study.
In the Business Tower, the
elevators were out of order.
Those people on the top floors had
to resort to the stairways.
Some classes inconvenienced
IV the power outage moved into
the courtyard adjacent to the
Business Classrooms.

By John C. Hayes
Executive spending for A.S.
President. James Ferguson and last
year’s A.S. President John Rico has
been about the same during the first
four months of their terms in office.
Money spent by Rico from July 1,
1975 through Oct. 31 totaled $2,841.
This, combined with $7,800 committed to executive salaries, comes
to 73 per cent of the $14,500 executive
budget.
Ferguson’s spending for the
same period will be approximately
$3,650, which, combined with
salaries, will total 79 per cent of his
budget.
The Spartan Daily erroneously
reported Monday spending for the
first four-month period of Ferguson’s administration came to $5,180,
not including salaries. This would
have meant 90 per cent of the executive funds were spent or committed
to executive salaries.
Subtraction failure
The error resulted from a mistake in the addition of figures and
failure to subtract cash refunds
made by Ferguson on travel and
food advances.
Ferguson’s spending figure includes an estimate of phone costs for
September and October based on
those costs in July and August for
both Rico and Ferguson.
Rico’s phone costs for July
through October came to $1,118.
Ferguson’s phone costs for the same
period are estimated by the Daily to
be $1,110.
In addition, both presidents’
phone bills included charges incurred in the month prior to the beginning of their terms.
Fees differ
In another area, however, Ferguson was ahead of Rico on spending.
Rico’s travel, food and lodging
budget for the first four months totaled $785 for trips to CSUC student
president meetings, luncheons and
special conferences.
Ferguson’s travel, food and

High calorie, low nutritional junk foods
can be included in well-balanced diet
By Gilbert Chan
A hamburger, french fries and a
milk shake from a fast food outlet
may be more nutritious than some
health food advocates believe, according to a pair of SJSU home
economists.
These "fast foods" should not be
classed with "junk foods" such as
candy bars, rich pastries and soft
drinks which have no nutritional
values and are high in calories, according to Dr. Elveda Smith-Nury
and Dr. Rose Teng.
They say fast foods such as hot
dogs, hamburgers and french fries
have at least some nutritional value,
and can have a place in a wellbalanced diet.

See related
stories page 8
Both home economists stressed
that people must balance their diet
in a 24-hour period with something
from each of the four food groups
fruit and vegetables, breads and
cereals, dairy products and meats.
Smith-Nury said a balanced diet
does not depend on one meal, but
rather "what we consume in 24
hours." She said a hot dog or hamburger can provide variety in foods.
Fast food outlets are serving a
purpose to the community, according to Tseng. She pointed out
that they provide cheap and quick
meals for people.
However, Tseng added that foods
such as hamburgers don’t provide
adequate nutrition from the fruit
and vegetable groups. She suggested
a salad at night could supplement
the inadequacy.
"You can still get a balanced
diet," Tseng said, even when eating
at a fast food outlet. She added she
occasionally eats at a fast food restaurant.
"It’s not really that bad," she
said.

Weather
Cloudy to partly cloudy with a
chance of showers at times tonight,
through Friday. Slightly cooler with
the highs in mid-60’s and lows in the
low 50’s. Winds will be southerly 8 to
18 miles per hour tonight, becoming
west to southwest Thursday. No
smog.
SJSU Meteorology Department

FilchardGmen

Or. Elveda Smith-Nury Cl) and Victoria Hong, use a balance to weigh the
amount of food during a Home Economics experimental foods class.
Those foods in the "junk food"
category, according to Smith-Nury,
"have no nutrients and won’t stay
long." She said a person would feel
hungry again soon after eating high
calorie "junk foods" rather than
normal foods.
The most common "junk food" is
the soft drink, according to Tseng.
Because it does not have any vitamins or protein, she suggested milk
or fruit juice as a substitute
beverage.
She said that milk and fru t juice
are easily obtainable on campus at
low cost.
Eating coffee and dohuts for
breakfast and a candy bar for lunch
is not the answer to hi nger, according to Smith-Nury. She said

these foods do not satisfy hunger
throughout the day besides
providing little or no nutrition.
Although fast foods have some
nutritional value, they also have
some drawbacks.
"You’re getting quite a bit of
calories," Smith-Nury said. If
people eat such foods regularly and
don’t exercise properly, it is likely
they would gain weight, she said.
Smith-Nury suggested not eating
one-half of the hamburger bun as a
way to reduce calorie intake in a
normal fast food lunch.
Weight watchers should stay
away from french fries, Tseng added. She said potatoes have some nutritional value but are high in
calories.

"Fries are not the worst thing,"
she noted. "It depends on the person."
"If a person can handle the calories (in fast foods)," Smith-Nury
said, "then it’s fine." She added nutrition does not totally depend on
what people eat, but rather how
much of a certain food they eat.
Nutrition depends on a person’s
meal pattern, sne said, and variety
is important.
Fast foods add variety to the diet,
Smith-Nury said, but she stressed
the importance of planning meals
for a day to ensure a balanced diet.
"Eating only for nutrition," she
added, "takes away the pleasure."
One problem of nutrition for
students, Smith-Nury said, is that
many do not take time to eat during
the day.
Tseng said it is important not to
skip meals. "One of the biggest
problems is students have back-toback classes," she said.
Smith-Nury suggested students
prepare a sandwich at home or buy
something that can easily be carried
to class.
Tseng agreed that meals should
not be missed.
"Everybody should take at least
one-half hour break for lunch," she
said.
She said there is no excuse for
having a candy bar lunch. If people
are too hungry, she said, "they don’t
function."
Tseng said it is better to skip 20
minutes of an activity than miss a
meal.
Missing breakfast is a problem of
society, Smith-Nury said. She said
skipping any meal is bad, especially
for active people. Hunger, she continued, makes people irritable and
less attentive.
"Anybody who is conscientious
about health should eat something."
Tseng added. She said juice, milk or
ready-made foods are better than
not eating at all.
"We can’t tell people to do something," Tseng pointed out. "The
decision is up to the individual," she
added.
Tseng said students with will
power can find an alternative to
high-calorie, non-nutritional foods.
Instead of buying a candy bar.
she said, a bag of peanuts should be
purchased.
She said the willingness of people
to buy "junk food" is the reason it
stays on the market.

lodging expenses for the samt.
period came to $1,112. Greg Soulds.
director of student business affairs.
said yesterday if there were additional funds needed they would
probably be in the area of travel.
Part of the reason Ferguson’s
travel spending is higher may be because he has brought special aides,
among them Lisa Colby (a specialist
on libraries), Al Jones and Steve
Wright to conferences and meetings
he has attended.
Another major difference was in
the amount spent for parking fees.
Ferguson purchased $69 worth of
parking permits for executive officers and special aides. They included $15 permits for Ferguson,
former treasurer P.J. Wade, A.S.
Secretary Diane Wiklander, and
A.S. Housing officer Francis
Wakabayashi.
Expenditures higher
There also were two $3 parking
expenditures, one for Ferguson’s
special assistant and former roommate, Dwayne O’Steen and another
to transfer a permit to Wiklander.
Rico’s parking funds for the same
period came to $131.25 for nine
permits.
Other expenditures started by
Rico were carried over to Ferguson’s administration, among them a
$48 subscription to the San Jose Mercury and a $50 subscription to the
California Journal. The Journal subscription was cancelled in August
but in an interview Friday Ferguson
told the Daily he had tried to cancel
the subscription but did not say he
did. A.S. has since received a $42.67
rebate from the California Journal.
Ferguson was reportedly

unhappy with the Daily’s story
outlining executive spending.
On Wednesday a Daily reporter
tried to interview Ferguson for a
reaction to the story but Ferguson
was not available at the scheduled
time.
The reporter also tried to contact
Ferguson yesterday morning but
was informed by A.S. Information
Officer Steve Wright that Ferguson
was "tired of the issue."
Yesterday afternoon Ferguson
told the reporter his doors are "open
to any student who wants an explanation."

Duo escapes
in SJSU heist
Two men held up the Cashier’s
Office in the Administration Building at gunpoint shortly before 5 p.m.
yesterday and escaped with about
$2,500 in cash.
According to Earnest Quinton,
chief of University Police, the
suspects, two black males in their
late twenties, escaped on foot after
leaving the building at Seventh and
San Fernando streets.
"They walked in behind an employe into the door, produced weapons and demanded all their
money," Quinton said yesterday
afternoon.
According to Quinton, there were
several witnesses to the robbery.
Police were not certain about the
type of weapon used in the robbery,
or the exact amount of cash taken,
but estimated the amount to be
about $2,500.

Persian broadcast
decided on today
By Laurie Slothower
Charges and countercharges continue to fly as the hour nears for the
final decision on Ali Fargam’s Persian music program.
The FM operations committee
will decide whether or not to remove
the Persian language program
which has been the source of a protest by the Iranian Students Association (ISA).
The meeting is at 3:30 p.m. in the
KSJS studio in the Speech and
Drama Building.
The ISA has charged that the program is not neutral, as claimed by
KSJS programming director Dave
Mora, and that it supports "the
fascist regime of the shah through
racist skits, decadent music and proregime announcements."
Politics denied
"It’s nothing political, just
literature, music and items I get
from magazines," insists radio-television broadcasting senior Fa rga m.
"I’m not involved in anything
political. Even if I knew enough to be
political, I couldn’t talk about the
shah on KSJS because you can’t talk
politics on a campus station." he
said.

Fargam said he is not familiar
with the policies of the ISA, nor with
the situation in Iran.
"I haven’t been home in four
years, but as far as I can see, my
country has been getting better in
the last 20 years."
As an example, he said, women
have more rights, farmers use
better equipment, and education is
free.
ISA opposes
ISA argues that KSJS’s written
policy is to broadcast programs in
the public interest, that a show in
Persian language is meant for that
community, and that the Persian
community, represented by the ISA,
vehemently opposes that show.
Therefore, it is not in the public interest.
The ISA also maintains Fargam
has proven himself to be an agent of
the shah and that such fascist, proregime material should not be
broadcast over a campus radio station funded with student money.
"We’re not talking about freedom
of speech," said a spokesman.
"We’re talking about collaboration
with one of the most fascist regimes
in the world."
Continued on page 3
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Dr. Rose Tsang, nutritionist in Home Economics Department, is working
with a spectrophotometer, which determines nutrients In food.
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union
Problems plaguing Job Corps
involve images, not substance

MY CARD, FELLOW STUDENT.
AFTER ALL,YOU PAID FOR T.

Letters
A.S. President
assails Daily
Editor:
It grieves me to no end having to
write a rebuttal in response to the
Nov. 8 article in The Daily.
It’s too bad everytime something
constructive begins, I have to stop
and write an editorial to explain that
The Daily has unscruptlously portrayed this administration. Where
does it end? Where do you draw the
line?
The records here are open to any
student who wznts to talk with me
about them.
The Executive budget consists of
five categories; salary, operating,
telephone, travel and contingency.
The Daily did not point out that this
year’s administration has more than
once paid for costs incurred last
year under former A.S. President
John Rico.
There was no comparison to the
budget of other administrations. If
there were, it could be clearly
illustrated that this year’s budget is
one of the best. In fact, in past years
the Executive budget was empty at
this time of the year.
The reporter concerned called
me up on the phone asking me about
a figure of $1,120 left to cover expenses. I told him that he should
come over to the office and let me
lay everything in front of him and
give him a detailed account of how
the budget works and what each
account is for, because it was obvious to me that he didn’t know.
He never showed up to get the
budget layout, yet he assumed he
had enough information for a story.
He didn’t, and his story misinformed
readers, was very negative and
damaging, and cannot be forgiven
for what it tried to imply by ignoring
essential qualities o’ thoroughness
and accuracy.
Never was it mentioned that
Dwayne O’Steen is an executive
assistant who helped me move into
office, or that parking stickers cost
$15 each in the fall and O’Steen’s
sticker cost $3 for the remainder of
the summer and there was no
mention of everyone else who has a
parking sticker in this office.
With the size of my staff and the
figures mentioned, it could easily be
seen that we saved money.
Name plates were for a conference held here in August that we
hosted for CSUCSPA. If you readers
don’t know the role that this
organization plays in assisting
students in higher education, blame
the Daily for feeling that what they
published the other day was more
important.
It should be evident to most
readers that the editorial page of
The Daily has been filled with letters
to the editor in regards to people
being misquoted and false information being passed on to its readers.
Earlier this year it was the Art Department, then ISA and other
student organizations (I apologize to

those groups or individuals not included, but it is probably a list too
long to mention).
What role is the editor playing at
The Daily? Is he doing his job? Why
are people constantly being misquoted and why do inaccurate statements of information get printed?
I talked with Tom Tait, editor of
The Daily, and John Hayes, who
wrote the story, and they both admitted the headline was inaccurate
to the content of the story. It’s quite
damaging to one’s credibility to
allow this journalistic negligence.
They were asked for a public
apology. It would be in order. This
has not been the first time, but hopefully it will be the last time.
The issue really hits home when
you consider the editor and reporters were approached by Perry
Litchfield with this story.
We are in a peculiar situation
here. With a commercial newspaper
like The San Jose Mercury News, if
the readers are aware that the
content is a bunch of fictious,
slanderous, propagandized lies, they
can cancel their subscription. The
A.S. helps sponsor The Daily with a
$41,000 subscription. What would
happen if enough people got fed up
with the product and cancelled the
subscription?
If The Daily was so interested in
the welfare of students, they would
monitor the affairs of those who are
constantly lobbying for student
rights (The CSUC Student Presidents Association). Never is there
any mention of services available to
evening students or the emergency
health plan for dormitory, fraternity, and sorority house students.
It’s evident that The Daily thinks
very little of A.S. A Daily reporter
agreed to run a line in Monday’s
paper about a special meeting of
Student Council and it never appeared.
The Board of Trustees of The
California State University and Colleges has established a policy with
respect to this issue. This policy incorporates The Code of Ethics or
Canons of Journalism of the American Society of Newspaper Editors.
It addresses sincerity, truthfulness and accuracy by stating "Good
faith with the reader is the foundation of all journalism worthy of the
name." By every consideration of
good faith, a newspaper is constrained to be truthful. It is not to be
excused for lack of thoroughness or
accuracy within its control or failure
to obtain command of these
essential qualities. Headlines should
be fully warranted by the contents of
the articles which they surmount. It
is the privilege, as it is the duty of a
newspaper, to make prompt and
complete correction of its own
serious mistakes of fact or opinion,
whatever their origin."
The California Newspaper
Publishers Association recognizes
the fundamental importance of the
implied trust imposed on newspapers in the dissemination of public
information opposing the publication of propaganda under the guise
of news.
Is The Daily staff above these
policy statements and Code of
Ethics? A journalist who uses his

power for any selfish or otherwise
unworthy purpose, is faithless to a
high trust.
James E. Ferguson
A.S. President

’Gross misuse’
of money hit
Editor:
Having just read your article
concerning Mr. Ferguson’s spending
of A.S. funds, we find ourselves
appalled at his gross misuse of
student money.
We support the payment of
executive salaries and business
related expenses, but we cannot
condone the Associated Students unknowingly paying for personal
niceties.
Granted, plants in one’s office
are a nice touch, but we do not feel
that the students should have to put
out the $27.50 needed for the purchase.
We agree that it is necessary to
be able to identify these officers, but
$137.60 for nameplates and $44.74 for
500 business cards is a ridiculous
amount of money for such personal
embellishments.
After all, who will be able to use
these items when Mr. Ferguson’s
term is over?
Also ridiculous is his expenditure
of $69 for executive parking permits.
We do not feel that his job should
afford him such privileges. If Mr.
Ferguson feels the need for a special
parking space, then the money
should come out of his pocket.
And, if he wishes to use these
parking spaces as gifts to former
roommates, these also should be
paid for by him and not from A.S.
funds.
Though we feel that it is important to be well-read and up to
date on current events, we do not
feel that $110.50 spent on newspapers
and magazines is a legitimate expense.
The university library will supply
these articles free of charge. If Mr.
Ferguson does not wish to avail himself to these resources, then he
should pay for them out of his own
pocket.
All things considered, we feel
that Mr. Ferguson’s expenditures
reflect an irresponsible attitude concerning student funds.
Misappropriation of funds is a
serious matter. If Mr. Ferguson’s
expenditures are any indication of
future performance, then he should
be removed from office before he is
allowed to squander any more of the
student’s money.
Greg Ferrero
English senior
Kevin Kavanaugh
American Studies senior
George G. Howe
M.B.A. alumnus
Editor’s note: Ferguson ended up
cancelling one magazine subscription. His outlay for periodicals was
$88.88.

By Dennis Howe
If you’ve been tabbed as the
neighborhood bully and are looking
for ways to "Madison Avenue" your
image back to respectability, what
are some of the aspects of your
campaign?
Where do you start to help bring
the community back to your side of
the fence?
The San Jose Job Corps, 201 S. 11
St. has had to contend with that
problem since before the center
opened and, admittedly, the
problems are many.
First of all, the problem is of
social lineage. Conceived under the
proliferation of social programs in
the mid-’60s, it brings with it the
albatross many of those programs
wear around their necks.
It is an alternative or secondary
program.
Many people contend that if the
school system had recognized the
need and implemented vocational
training long ago, the outcry we hear
today over untrained graduates
would be a moot point. Indeed the
need for Job Corps would be reduced
or eliminated.
Secondly, the bastardization of
those programs through administrative interference and bureaucratic
bungling have given many of them
social stigmas which hinder objective social relationships.
Welfare and food stamp
programs fill needed gaps to many
people but are ’socially’ or ’morally’
wrong to a great portion of the
American tax-paying public.
Another problem is the environment in which the center exists
downtown, surrounded by the
various recovery homes.
In essence, Job Corps is just one
of numerous eggs deposited in the
campus nest by unthinking community planners.
Sacramento, under Gov. Ronald
Reagan, closed down many of the
state institutions and the elements
which now constitute much of the
neighborhood were shuffled into the
big two-and three-story houses along
campus row, rather than into cozy,
suburban neighborhoods.
The campus community is
severely overpopulated with alcohol
and drug halfway houses, prison rehabilitation houses and board and
care homes for mental patients and
the elderly.
Add to these the liquid population
of job corps, the impermanence of
the college students who occupy the
fraternity and sorority houses, the
dorms and the apartment and house
rentals.
Throw on top of that the usual
drifters and transients who seek the
refuge of the inner city to collect
handouts or the anonymity of the
city to guise unlawful activities.
It is no wonder the population

Analysis
resembles a human kaleidoscope to
those who permanently reside in the
neighborhood.
The dimension of identification
becomes difficult. All of these
people, although to residents may
become stereotyped, do not wear
name] tales.
Tim; means blame for neighborhood problems is often miscast.
If you wear the "bully" tag, you may
Dennis Howe is a Spartan Daily
staff writer who wrote the story concerning the San Jose Job Corps that
appeared in Monday’s edition.
often build a legend on name or
appearance, not on deed.
Reputation and attitudes can be
misrepresented and misjudged if
time isn’t taken to properly sort and
evaluate the situations which occur
in the area.
Problems of continuity occur
when there is a change in power
base leaderships.
On Nov. 15, the Job Corps Center
will be under the directorship of
someone other than John Acquilano.
Acquilano spent four years at the
facility and many of the lieutenants
who staff the center feel that, without his strong leadership, the lousy
situation he inherited could very
well have doomed the center.
When he took over, not only the
community, but Job Corps itself
threatened to shut down the
operation. Under his leadership,
though, it has become, despite the
severe circumstances of its location,
a workable job training facility.
His successor, John Adams,
tutored under Acquilano for a year
as an administrative manager, so
transition may not be so sweeping
within the center.
It must be noted that one of the
chief antagonists of Job Corps is the
San Jose Police Department
(SJPD).
Depending on who you talk to, the
police are either too close or too far
from the Job Corps situation.
Job Corps goes to some lengths to
provide security and patrol forces to
keep the center’s students out of
trouble. Residents and frats complain the security is workable 9 to 5
but after-hours calls to the center
result in a taped message which is
slow to bring a response.
Acquilano maintains SJPD overresponds to ’minor’ situations which
occur in the Job Corps Center area.

Frats and residents suggest otherwise, bemoaning the lack of police at
times %then they feel they are
warranted.
Whether the police position to Job
Corps changes, whatever direction it
goes, is yet to be known as the police
department also is under the
guidance of a new chief.
It is doubtful he would have any
sudden, direct effect on street
moves, but changes in philosophy
may eventually lead to changes in
tactics.
Another problem is that the Job
Corps, halfway houses, and board
and care homes were established at
a time when national frats and
sororities were pulling out and
residents were trading downtown
living for suburban security.
The empty houses were available
and these agencies filled them. Now,
many of them are owned by absentee landlords who don’t really
participate in neighborhood activities. Their rentals are profitable
and they get the benefit of good
upkeep by the agencies.
But the recent surge of dorm, frat
and sorority activity has filled the
existing houses and the push
becomes greater for the campus
groups to reclaim some of those
houses.
Perhaps the overriding problem
though is the day to day relationships which must exist for a peaceful
coexistence.
The real need for all of the groups
is to learn to live with each other.
Even if the groups outside Job
Corps are looking to a day when
there is no Job Corps in their neighborhood, they must learn to live in
the present.
Meaningful communica’
between the Inter-Fraternity
Council and Job Corps, meetings
between frats and neighbors, and
better handling of resident problems
by Job Corps administrators are all
part of making the scheme work.
When Job Corps critics are
pinned down, the majority back off,
relating their problems as minor,
isolated disturbances or nuisances
which annoy not instill fear.
Most will backhandedly testify to
the need for Job Corps and its role in
the community. Yet many of those
have never been inside Job Corps,
don’t know a single individual from
Job Corps and generally respond
from an unenlightened viewpoint.
Neighborhood groups which are
working to remove Job Corps from
their downtown home generally
downplay their efforts. Not one
group lists its no. 1 priority as the elimination of Job Corps from the
neighborhood.
Perhaps after four years, the
diluted efforts of residents to
remove the Job Corps are more of a
finesse than a power play.

Filling in the Blanks

Is casting aside stranger’s gift
throwing away his friendship?
By Steven C. Taylor
I noticed him when I went
through the store’s entrance; a grey
but harmless image with a green
Army coat on his shoulder and a
brown ski cap on his head.
His baby face wasn’t shaved and
battered glasses sat crookedly on his
protruding nose, giving him an
appearance of being disjointed and
pathetic; a figure one sees in advertisements to arouse sympathy.
I wound my way through the
aisles in search of the beer case,
finally finding my goal and returning to the cashier to purchase a sixpack.
The grey image was standing
nearby, watching with seemingly
idle interest, when he surprised me
by speaking.
"Would you like an almond?" he
smiled, offering me a jar of dry
roasted nuts.
I shook my head, trying to ignore
him, but he persisted.
"Go ahead, they’re good," he
pleaded. "I can’t eat ’em all, so take
a few."
The clean-cut cashier, who
seemed to be a friend of this image,
looked at me with a puzzled expression, awaiting my reply.
Resignedly, I took a few and,
holding my beer in one hand, clutching the almonds in the other, I
headed into the night towards a
friend’s home for dinner.
As I walked along San Salvador
Street, a strange feeling was
growing in my stomach the kind
of pain I get when forced to make a

realistic decision against idealistic
urgings.
I had this handful of almonds
and I have a great love for nuts,
Steven C. Taylor is the Opinion
Page Editor of the Spartan Daily.
especially almonds and my mind
was telling me, rather than eat
them, to throw them in the gutter.
There was no real reason to toss
them away. They looked and
smelled perfectly okay. I was
hungry and my mouth began to
water at the prospect of tasting
them.
But my mind wouldn’t allow it.
My conscience pounded with my
fear of the unknown, convincing me
it might be risky to consume anything given to me by a stranger.
Questions reverberated in my
head. Can the guy be trusted? Is he a
friend or an enemy? What could he
have possibly done to them,
anyway?
Along with this fear of the
unknown, another part of my brain
was arguing how wrong it is to reject
an offer of friendship. If there was
nothing noticeable altered concerning the almonds, why am I
suspicious of them and their purchaser’
wa;ked four blocks clutching the
nuts before I finally cast them into a
bush, fet ling pangs of guilt as each
almond bounced off of the branches.
The gu,lt stayed with me until I
reached my friend’s apartment. I
asked her over dinner what she
would have (Ione in my place.

She, too, would have discarded
them for the same reasons! had.
"You just never know these
days," she said.
Still, my guilt plagued me. The
next evening, while talking with
some other friends, I recounted the
occurance to them and asked what
they would do. All three agreed they
would have thrown the almonds
away.
They, too, had my fears and
defended them, the prevalent statement being, "There are a lot of
wierd people running around."
But that did not justify it, I
argued. Why is it I we are
suspicious of friendly gestures?
Has our civilization evolved to
the point where we can no longer
offer our friendship to others, insisting instead that friendship must
be earned?
Slowly and quietly, all nodded yes
and the conversation died.
It is sad to face the realization
that fear and loathing now fill some
of us where once it was a proud way
of life to always extend a welcoming
hand and a friendly smile.
Again, reality has reared its ugly
head and stifled in some of us,
maybe too many of us, the ideals of
friendship, trust and even love.
My guilt is still not absolved and,
when I look back at that evening of
clashing emotions, I can still feel the
pangs of guilt in my stomach as the
almonds landed in the shrubs.
After all, I cast not just the
almonds aside, but a piece of my
beliefs.
And now, lam hungry for them.
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Logic, magic mix to form illusions,
says psychologist in crime lecture
A psychologist-author,
who claims Sandra Good
has killed at least five
people, Including one of
Charles Manson’s lawyers,
spoke to 60 Administration
of Justice students Monday
about magic and the
criminal mind.
Hank Harrison, who
dated Sandra Good’s sister
for two years, said Good
"murdered people" and is
"on the borderline of no

ving time in prison for
sending threatening letters
through the mail.
Harrison, a former
manager of the Grateful
Dead rock group and a
Haight-Ashbury Drug
Crisis Intervention
counselor for 10 years,
synonymously related
magic and the workings of
the criminal mind.
"Sociological
phenomenea, ESP,

Harrison used the
example of mass murderer
Charles Manson, of whom
Sandra Good was a
follower, to describe
someone who used magic
to his advantage.
"Manson was able to
hypnotize his followers and
keep them in a trance. He
created an elaborate magic
trick, creating illusions,
then getting people to
believe in these illusions

would some day destroy
whites and he would
emerge as the ultimate
ruler of the world.
Harrison characterized
both Manson and Santa
Cruz mass -murderer
Edward Kemper as "glib"
personalities. "They
possessed the ability to
remove themselves from
view and see it (murder)
objectively," he said.
"They were cool. calm

and collected about the
whole thing."
According to Harrison,
Kemper wanted media
attention. "He wanted
mass attention. He wanted
to use the media to hurt
society. He was angry at no
one in particular only
society.
Harrison, who has never
met Kemper but was introduced to Manson during
an art festival in HaightAshbury in 1968, presented
the lecture in order "to get
future cops to mellow out"
in crisis situations.

ISA, disc jockey clash
Continued from pg. 1
"And All isn’t even
neutral, as he claims. He’s
pro-shah."
Fargam denied the
charges.
But the ISA maintains
what appears on the surface to be nonpolitical is
very political when taken
in context.
"Fargam defends the
expulsion of a SAVAK
agent from Switzerland on
his Oct. 11 program," said
an ISA spokesman. "He
announces a picture exhibit
about 120 year’s relationship between the U.S. and
Iran, which includes the
CIA coup and the shah’s
fascist regime. And he says
his country has gotten bet-

tcr in the last 21) years when
Amnesty International
says it’s worse. This is ’not
political?’ "
Because of disturbances
over the program, it was
aired on tape Monday night
and probably will be
throughout the semester,
said Fargam.

Fargani also said that
members of the ISA have
blocked his entrance to the
Speech and Drama Building where the studio is located.
An ISA spokesman said,
"Our policy is to expose the
shah, not to threaten people."
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Psychologist Hank Harrison discusses magic as it relates to the criminal mind, during Monday’s lecture.
land"
man’s
psychologically.
"She has killed at least
five people including
Manson’s lawyer (Philip
Johnson) whose body has
never been found up in the
mountains," he said.
Good currently is sec

clairvoyance and so forth
don’t really exist. But
people believe they do, so
they work," he said.
"It’s not magic, it’s
logic and magic. It works
because it’s an illusion and
we’re ignorant of such
illusions."

STUDENT UNION GAMES AREA 277-3226

and then taking advantage
of them."
Harrison described this
process as black or
negative magic.
He eluded to Manson’s
illusion of the Armageddon
or Helter Skelter, whereby
Manson believed blacks

spartaguide
The SJSU Ski Club will
meet at 7:30 tonight in
Engineering 132. There will
be a raffle and sign up for
the first trip.
The SJSU ski team will
meet from 6 until 10 tonight
in the S.U. Almaden Room.
Skis will be waxed.
Spartan Dail v
Serving the San Jose State
University Community
Since ISM
Second class postage paid at San
Jose, California. Member of California Newspaper Publishers Mao
oation and the Associated Press.
Published daily by San Jose State
University, except Saturday and
Sunday, dunng the college year. The
opinions expressed herein are not
necessaily those of the Associated
Students, the College Administration
a: :he Department of Journalism and
Advertising. Subscriptions accepted
only on a remainder of earnests
bash Full academic year. $9 each
Semester. $4.50 Off campus pnce
per copy. 10 MIAS Phone zn,3181.
Advertising 277 3171 Printed by
Suburban NOWSPOPe PohhathomInc Cuperttno

The O.A.S. and
I.S.A.U.S. of San Jose will
meet at noon today in the
S.U. Ballroom. There will
be a slide show and
discussion.
Asian American lecture
series presents
Pete
Almazol. He will speak on
"Critical Analysis of the
Social-Econnomic Status of
FilipinaElderly, Youth and
Immigrants" at? tonight in
ED. 435.
Gay Student Union
meeting will be at 8 tonight
in the S.U. Guadalupe
Room.
RHAC will meet from
9:30 to 1 p.m. today in the
Residence Hall Dining
Commons. Also, the Greg
Kihn band will perform for
a RHAC sponsored dance
from 9:30 p.m. to 1 a.m.
Friday. The dance is for
dormitory residents and
guests and admission is $1,

40% Discount
On Junior Sportswear

’44kx,Plz

WHERE IT’S SALE DAY EVERYDAY
Present your student body card and
receive an additional 10% discount
All Major credit cards

Layaways
2226 S. Bascom
Open 10-30 5-30 daily

377 6083

$1.50 and $2.
.
"Recycling: How To Do
It And Why To Do It" is the
topic of this week’s A.S.
funded 1st Step Seminar’. It
will be held Saturday ai Mi
Tierra Community Garden
at the corner of 10th and
Alma streets. The seminar
is open to the public.
Dr. Robert Erdman,
psychologist, will speak on
"Noncompetitive Games
and Character Formation"
at the Sunday Forum at 7
p.m. Sunday at the Grace
Baptist Church.
All interested students
are invited to attend a trip
to the University of
California Dental School.
Students are asked to meet
at 12:30 p.m. Friday in
front of Duncan Hall.
The Undergraduate
Social Work Student
Organization will meet at
4:30 p.m., Nov. 17 in the
S.U. Almaden Room.
Selection of lidvisors for
students will he the main
topic. Those concerned
with special advising
problems should plan on a
attending.
Oscar Battle, health
education, will talk about
hypertension from 7 to 9
tonight in the formal
lounge of West Hall. The
meeting is open to all
students.

ART DEPT. CLEARANCE
IS STILL ON
Additional Items
Reg. Price

Sale Price

Polaris Art Crayons 1.75
Monsanto Lamp Black-1 lb box 90C
Hyplar Acrylic-2 Et 8 oz jars 60C to 2.75
Liquitex Modular Colors-8 oz jars 3.50
Liquitex Modular Colors-2 oz tubes 1.15
Academic Drawing Pad-9 x 2 75C
Wrong name on cover called newsprint
Academic Drawing Pad-12 x 18 95C
Wrong name on cover called newsprint
Winsor Newton Ink 95C
Slide Rulers $5 to $39
Dr. Martins Water Color 85C to 1.20

Spartan
Bookstore

liss.5n

San lose State Universdy

75C
45(
40% off
1.95
65C
25C

Now comes Miller time.

351:
490
75% off
75C
Moil* 10.00 Co
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"The Custom Van, Truck & Off Road Vehicle Shov,
of the YearrSanta Clara County Fairgrounds
344 Tully Road, San Jose
Friday, Nov. 12, 5pm-11pm
Saturday, Nov. 13, 11 am-11pm
Sunday, Nov. 14, llarn-lOpm
Here Eddie Gale
The Jazz Ambassador of San Jose . . .
On Sunday, KNTV presents

S’Allr Pizza
347 So. 1st St.

Acro, from Camera One
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Bass, All outlets; Pcketron, All outlets; All Macys, Capwells
Et Emporium stores; ASUC Box Office, U of C. Berkeley;
San Jose Box Office, San Jose; Downtown Center Box Office
San Francisco; All other major ticket agencies
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THE WAR OF THE WHEELS
"BIRD ISLAND WHITE"

with Baja Races, Van Drags & 4x4 Pulls!
Tickets available thru Bass, Ticketron, Top Hat &
all normal outlets. $3.00 $2.50

Progressive Rock Music
Student Union Ballroom
"12:30-1:30 p.m."

You’ll love the place,

8TH ANNUAL
ALL CAMPUS BOWLING TOURNCY

food and people
you’ll meet at the Laundry Works.

Beers

Dancing begins at 9 pm. You can go wild until
2 am, 7 nights a week. Music by the best bands
in the Bay Area.
Come early and enjoy delicious dinner entrees in
memory of Early California Fare. Luncheon Specials:
MON.-FRI. 11:30-2:30, Sunday Brunch, Happy Hour:
4-6pm.

Sunday Night
Greek Night

Free
Spaghetti
Feed

87 NORTH SAN PEDRO STREET
287-1456

Friday, Nov. 12
4 games qualifying
4 games semi-finals

Men’s Et Women’s
Divisions
Entry Fee
$3.00

Friday, Nov. 19
6 game finals
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LUNCH & DINNER MENU
WITH
PRICE ROLLBACK
Entertainment Thurs., Fri. Er

Sat.

featuring

STEAK
LOBSTER
PRIME RIB
COCKTAILS AND SALAD BAR

Sirloin Steak Dinner
INCLUDES SOUP, SALAD, BREAD
BAKED POTATO OR FRIES.

$4.95

Lunch: Mon. -Fri. 11:30-3
Dinner: Sun.-Thurs. 5:30-10; Fn. and Sat. 5:30-11

1102 Saratoga Ave.
in Maple Leaf Plaza, San Jose
246-3266

Smokey’s
ABC’s

3at.Dov.13th 8p.m.
Charles Bukowski
Michael McClure
James Dalessandro
Flora Durham
Jerry Kamstra
Larry Hosford
GInny Staley
Greg Hall
rMorton Marcus
Anna Valley Fox
MUSK
i
I
Anthony Braxton
Tkkets ix

program

54 00

Rom: Bookshop Santa
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Sponsored by -Errs is Ears "with
In co-operation with T
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William -Burroughs
Ishmael Reed
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Roberto Vargas
Julia Vinograd
Carol Graham
Heeli Cherkovski
James Houston
Jimmy Lyons
Bella Frye
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John Mit11111119f
Dance

Mimi and Lasandre
ity Lights, Walden Pond Old Town Los
from It,, California Arts Cowitil
Cruz Poetry Centre
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Tourists fancy loca wineries
By Robyn McGee and
Marion Whittaker
The Napa-Sonoma-Mendicino area isn’t the only
wine country in California.
The Santa Clara Valley
boasts its own colony of
wineries for the most cultured connoisseur or the
weekend wanderer to tour.
about 12
There are
wineries in the area which
offer some history, some
interesting aspects of modern technology and, at
least, at the tasting rooms,
a little high.
You won’t see any wildhaired women stomping on
grapes; that custom is
unique to Portugal. What
you will see is the delicate
and painstaking process of
wine-making.
From the bin to the
bottle, wine making is a
controlled, highly sensitive
art.
The only part of the
creation of wine tourists
won’t see is the grapes as
they arrive from the vineyards, since harvesting
takes place once a year in
late autumn.
Juice separated
Winery tourists can
witness, however, the juice
separator which separates
grape from seed and stem,
the crusher, capable of
crushing up to 90 tons of
grapes an hour, aluminum
I pipes which carry wine to
huge vats for distillations.
Knowledgeable tour
guides explain the intricate
process of transforming
the distilled juice into red
or white wine and champagne, which undergoes a
secondary process, and the
large part temperature
control plays in the fermenting stage.
Tourists also visit a
wine cellar with barrels
and barrels of fermenting
wines.
Usually the last stops of
the tour is first a peek into
quality control labs where
the wine is tested for alcohol content and later the
bottling room.
Wine tours
Most wineries offer
tours for eight people,
some by appointment, and
most last about 30 minutes
and are, according to an
Almaden winery tour
guide, "old world charm
with a bit of modern technology in a personalized
fashion."
Tasting rooms
Several of the wineries
have tasting rooms where
visitors are offered a selection of up to 45 different red
and white wines, rose’s
ports, sherries and
champagnes to taste from.
Most tasting rooms allow
as many tastes as desired
as long as "you don’t get
drunk and rowdy."
Most tasting rooms sell
wines only made from their
vineyards along with sausages, cheeses, breads and
an array of souvenir nicnacs.
The following is a list of
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what’s happening
p.m. at Lord John’s,
3190 The Alameda,
Santa Clara.

Clubs
The Kasuals will be at- the
Parlour, 93 S. Central
Ave., Campbell,
through Saturday.
Poker Face will appear tonight at the Country
Store Tavern, 157 El
Camino Real, Sunnyvale,
Nashville Sound is appearing tonight through
Saturday at Nashville
West, 193 Commercial
St., Sunnyvale.
Natural Act will appear tonight at Chuck’s Cellar,
4926 El Camino Real,
Los Altos.
Sweet Molasses, a traditional jazz band, will appear Sunday from Ito 5

Galleries
Paintings and sculptures
by Michael Davis and
Robert Partin will continue through Nov. 19 at
the Union Gallery on the
third level of the Student
Union.
"Westward Ho
The
American West" will
continue showing
through Nov. 29 at the
De Saisset Art Gallery
on the Santa Clara
University campus.
A premier exhibition of
paintings and graphics
by artist Richard May-

Pub surveys
music tastes
One of the many sights one can see when visiting the
wineries are the monstrous casks used for fermenting the

local wineries and some
special features of each:
Almaden Vineyards,
1530 Blossom Hill Rd.
Founded in 1852, Almaden
Vineyards one of the first
wineries in the area. It is
open 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. with
tours scheduled between 10
and 11:30 a.m. and 3:30 to
4:30 p.m. Monday through
Friday. It is closed
weekends.
Although there is no
tasting room here they do
have a blending area and
an 11-acre vineyard where
they grow all their grapes.
Probably the most distinct
of the area wineries with a
very relaxed atmosphere
and one of the most
visually appealing.
Brookside Winery, 200
El Camino Real Mt. View,
is the oldest N. .ry in
California, founded in 1832.
Brookside is open seven
days a week, which gives
students who are busy
during the week, a nice
weekend trip.
Brookside has over 35
tasting rooms throughout
California, including the
one in Mt. View. It still has
the press used in the early
days and the contrast to
modern day machinery is
fascinating.
Mirassou Vineyard, Rt.
3,344 Aborn Road, in southeast San Jose, has perhaps
the most friendly atmosphere of all the wineries.
It’s smaller than the
other wineries, but that
serves only to enforce the
cozy surroundings. Tours
of eight or more people can
be scheduled here.
Mirassou is open 10 a.m. to
4 p.m. weekdays and noon
to 4 p.m. on weekends, and
also has a tasting room.
San Martin Vineyards,
1103 San Pedro, Morgan
Hill, has only recently introduced group tours and
will only conduct them by
arrangement and with a
party of at least eight.
The tasting room offers
a large variety of red and
white wines. They also

FAA Job Opportunities
The Federal Aviation Administration offers Carter Opportunities for Civil and Electronic Engineering Graduates.
Starting Salaries $11,607 and $12,815. For Cooperative
Education Students. Starting Salaries $8,316.
Positions located in Hawthorne. California. Offers excellent
advancement and regular Civil Service Benefits. Equal Opportun
ity Employer.
For additional information and interview, contact your Career
Counselling and Department Center or Dean of Engineering

have an interesting selection of fruit and berry
wines for the sweet wine
connoisseur.
Along with the wines an
array of cheeses, breads,
jewelry and wine
paraphernalia offer temptation to the tourists.

The tasting room hours
are 9:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.
Monday through Sunday.
The Thomas Kruse
Winery, 4390 Hecker Pass
Road, has a somewhat different approach to their
wine tasting visitors. There

is a charge of 50 cents for
unlimited tasting.
Tours are only conducted on Saturday and
Sunday before noon, and by
appointment. They offer a
wide variety of dry table
wines. Their hours are
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. daily.

Photos by Scott Woodham
One of the final steps in processing the
precious product, the automated bottling

machine has replaced the
purple hands and a funnel

monk

with

’Black Tooth’ to open
"Black Tooth Mountain," an original production, will be presented
at 2 p.m. Nov. 20 in the
SJSU Studio Theatre by the
Gallivanting Inspiration
Group (GIG), a children’s
theatre company.
The play focuses on
young Prince Brian, who is
blinded by the evil Princess
Glorianna because he has
refused her admirations.
Brian then begins a search
on Black Tooth Mountain to
"find his sight."
Directed by SJSU assis-

The Associated Students present

Meredith
Monk

the juice of the gods; namely premium wines produced in
the Santa Clara Valley.

The
House

Nothing short of brilliant
The New York Times
Meredith Monk’s art is striking and Orono.’
beautiful and perplexing"
New London Times

Performing the West Coast Premiere of

"SONGS FROM THE HILL"
also
"PARIS"
Two 11,11111F0RMANCIS
Friday, Nov 12 Et Sat Nov 13. SJSU Student
Union Ballroom. 8 p.m
All students $250 at ASBO ft at the door
General Public $350 at ASBO. BASS,
and at the door

tant professor of theatre
arts Bob Jenkins, the play
is based on Grimm’s fairy
tale "Rapunzel."
The evil princess is
played by Jan Chait, while
Mark Neumann portrays
the prince Brian. Also included in the cast is Art
Ward, who appeared in

"The Lady’s Not For Burning" and "Charley’s
Aunt."
If interested in seeing
whether goodness can triumph over evil, contact the
theatre box office at 2772777 for the $1 tickets. Special rates are also
available for groups of 10
or more children

KNOW YOUR
RIGHTS
AS A
RENTER!
Attend the
RENTER’S
FORUM
Tues. Nov. 16 3:30
Student Union
Umunhum Room
sponsored by
SJSU
Associated Students
Et Housing

Patrons of the Spartan
Pub have been greeted
with something besides
"may I see your I.D.
please" since Monday. Specifically. 500 music questionnaires have been
printed and are being distributed to patrons during
the Pub’s peak hours.
The Pub presently has

Poetry
festival
A variety of poets,
musicians and singers
have been slated for the
fourth annual Santa Cruz
Poetry Festival 8 p.m.
Saturday and Sunday at the
Santa Cruz Civic Center.
The program will be
headlined by novelists
William Burroughs and
Charles Bulcowski. Also
featured will be poets
Michael McClure, Ishmael
Reed, James Delessandro,
Jerry Kamstra and Robert
Vargas.
Special features include
jazz musician Anthony
Bra..ton who has been
called by virtually every
major jazz critic the most
innovative performer in
jazz today.
The festival will also
feature John Klemmer
whose fusion of rock and
jazz have made him one of
the most popular artists in
contemporary music.
The dance troupe of
Mimi and Lysandre, who
have performed their
classic Indian and Balinese
dances all over the world,
will also be featured.
This year’s event, the
largest to date, will cover a
spectrum of literature,
music and dance which has
never been attempted in
previous poetry festivals.
The price is $4 per night.
Tickets can be purchased
at the Associated Student’s
Business Office.

hew will be shown at the
Young Gallery, 100 Park
Center Plaza, through
Dec. 3.

two television sets and
radio music over the stereo
system but manager
Barbara Rodvold wanted
to know what live music, if
any, students wanted to
hear.
Two weeks ago General
Wail, a jazz combo consisting of SJSU music
majors, played for two
days before drawing complaints that halted their
performance.
"Some students and
some faculty complained.
They don’t appreciate real
loud music; in the Pub they
want to talk to their
friends," said Harry Wineroth, director of Spartan
Shops. "If the majority
wants loud music, then
we’ll do what the majority
wants, if we can get a good
sample."
Rodvold added she
asked the group to turn
their concert -volume
music down but there were
still complaints.
Any live group playing
at the Pub can’t be paid,
said Wineroth. "We lost
most of our money in operations."
In addition to the pile of
questionnaires at the door.
they will also be distributed
throughout the campus to
insure a greater sampling,
Wineroth said.

Events
"Celebration" will be presented tonight at 8 at
San Jose City College.
A saxophone symposium
by William Trimble,
professor of music, will
be presented tonight at 8
in the Music Building,
room 161.
"Blithe Spirit" will be presented tonight through
Saturday at 8 p.m. at the
Old Town Theatre, Los
Gatos, by the California
Actors Theater.
The Band will perform
Thanksgiving Day, Nov.
25, at Winterland, San
Francisco, in their farewell concert appearance. Tickets, $25
per person, are available at all BASS outlets.
Ramsey Lewis and Bola
Sete will perform tonight through Saturday
at the Old Waldorf, 444
Battery St., San Francisco. Tickets. $6.50, are
available at the box
office and all BASS
outlets.
Meredith Monk/The House
and Paris will appear in
concert tomorrow and
Saturday night in the
S.U. Ballroom at E.
Tickets, $2.50 for students and $3.50 general,
are available at the Associated Students Business Office. BASS outlets, and at the door.
Bonnie Itaftt & Freebo and
Maria Muldaur will appear at 8 p.m. Dec. 3 at
the Berkeley Community Theatre in a
benefit for Bread and
Roses. Tickets, $4.50,
$5.50 and $6.50 are available at all BASS outlets
riummmounin
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Water poloist Laveyen symbol of team leader
By Ron L. Coverson

When you’re growing up
it a small South American
coantry where youngsters swarm over a soccer
ball the way bees would
a honeycomb, it’s difficult
to have a love for the
aquatics with such a
popular land sport.
But senior SJSU scoring
ace Al Laveyen found a
way, by taking up the sport
of waterpolo.
"When I was growing up
in Bolivia, everybody was
playing soccer, but I loved
to swim and I loved the
water, so water polo was
the closest thing to it,"
explained Lavenyen.
Laveyen is presently the
leading scorer on the team,
and is among the top 10
leaders in that department
in the PCAA.
He is also the recipient
of an endless number of
superlatives from his
coaches regarding his play
this season.
Al is not only an extremely talented individual
in the pool, but he is like an
assistant coach.
"Al is not only an extremely talented individual
in the pool, but he is like an
assistant coach," stated
head coach Tom Belfanti.
"When there is need of
suggestions or advice
regarding the team, there
are two individuals! talk to
and they are Shone (assistant coach Azarfar) and Al.
"He is like a player
coach, and the responsibility, he had, being one
of only four seniors we
have this year on the team,
was something that he excelled at," Belfanti added.

sports
A graduate of Redondo
High School in Los Angeles,
Laveyen came to SJSU
after a two-year stint at De
Anza College where he
played on a "powerhouse
team."
"Mike Monsees, who
was then the coach here,
told me about the program
we had here and I was recruited through him,"
Laveyen said.
Laveyen didn’t receive
as much playing time last
year because of the many
seniors (eight) that were
playing ahead of him, but
he had gained previous
experience in playing
under former olympic
coach Art Lambert in
junior college.

"Even though we had a
lot of experience last
year," says Laveyen of the
team which went 21-7, "I
feel that though there is
youth and inexperience on
this year’s team, we are
much more organized and
more intense than we ever
were a year ago.

"This year we are working together toward a common goal, and it really has
developed to a point that is
just in time for the
PCAA’s," added the Physical Education major.
Coaches Belfanti and
Azarfar both concur with
this feeling of organization
and togetherness that the
team possess this year.
In the face of what is a
rebuilding year for the
Spartan aquamen, Belfanti
stated that he was happy
with the leadership that
Laveyen brings to his club.
"Al has been the key to
the upward swing in moral
that the team has experienced since the beginning of the year,"
Belfanti said.
"During an up and down
season, Al’s mature attitude is what brings the
team together, and this is
the type of excellent quality that he conveys to the
younger players who will
have to be the leaders next
season.

"Al is an excellent
player, and Art Lambert
(head coach at Stanford)
told me that he would
definitely be a starter on
his team if he had him,"
Belfanti added.
Assistant coach Azarfar
explained that it is vital
that the younger players
attain the kind of proper
mental training that will
enable them to be the
leaders in the future, and
stated that Laveyen and
the other three seniors
have embodied these
ideals.
"The pressure on Al and
the rest of the seniors was a
big responsibility for anyone, because the younger
guys were looking to them
for assistance, both physical and mental," Azarfar

explained.
For Al "to play as well
as he has in the light of this
responsibility makes him
that much better," he
added.
Laveyen would like to
eventually pursue a career
in coaching following
graduation, but said that
his teams’ chances in the
PCAA championships are
of basic concern right now.
"I really thing that we
have improved a lot since
the beginning of the season
and I think that our overall
record is misleading.
We’re gonna surprise some
people," Laveyen said.
Laveyen’s love for the
water will take him to the
beaches of Southern California following
graduation.
"I love to surf, and as
soon as the year is over,
that’s what I’m going to
do "

.41,9144

Senior Al Laveyen hurls the ball over the arm of a
teammate during a practice session. Laveyen is the
team’s leading scorer, and according to the coaching staff

David Pachei

he is the team leader as well as being its most valuable
player.

NorCal writers tab Kane
offensive player of week
Despite the Spartans’
30-17 loss last weekend in
San Diego, tailback Rick
Kane was voted Northern
California Offensive
Player of the Week by the
area’s sportswriters.
Kane, who was hampered somewhat with a
continuing hip pointer,
nevertheless netted 123
yards on 22 carries against
the Aztecs, including a 40yard scoring run.
It was his fourth 100yard effort of the season,
and the tenth time in his
two-year SJSU career that
Kane had eclipsed the
century mark.
Despite the injuries
which have hampered him
this season, Kane has
logged 775 yards, the fifth
best single-season total in
SJSU history.
If Kane can rush for 56
yards Saturday against the
University of the Pacific, it

would give him 831 yards
for the season, good for
second place on the alltime Spartan single-season
list. Kane already holds
first place in that derby,
having rushed for 1144
yards last season.

reizoi471A

The Spartans’ career
rushing leader also needs
81 yards in the season’s
finale against the Tigers to
become the first SJSU
running back to pass the
2000-yard total in career
yardage.
Kane is also a longshot
although an extreme
longshot for a second
consecutive 1000-yard -plus
season. In order to reach
that plateau, he would have
to run for more than an
eighth of a mile
225
yards against UOP.
Last season, Kane had

.05
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If the swine flu materializes
Your body will show no
compromises.
If you give it something
nutritious-with a Smoothie
its also delicious
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in the Men’s Gymnasium at
7 p.m. This meet will be
taken rather informally,
according to first year

coach Carolyn Cross.
"We are facing a building year and we won’t
really have a real meet
until January, so this one
will be for fun," the coach
said.
Returning from last
DISCOUNT COUPON
year’s squad will be captain Gayle Yost. Yost is an
15% off any purchase with this coupon
all-around performer
from now until Nov. 11, 1976
IMMO
whose specialties are the
THE SHIRT WHEEL ciz
uneven bars and the
M -F 10-6
510 S. 10th St.
ESIM
balance beam, according
Sat. 10-5
San Jose, Ca.
295-0144
me to Cross.

44*#

L

.J

Yost will be supported
by junior Kay Bumann,
another all around performer, Kurt Wilcox and
Julie Ruedi.
The alumni will be
paced by Debbe Neilson,
competing in her second

of San Jose
NOVEMBER 11-14, 1976

(ISIS .%11)11111t1I’M

alumni tourney and Laurel
Gailey.
In an effort to make
competition more team
oriented the scoring will be
done by four judges instead
of three. This rule was just
adopted this year.

r.
111 jia-u

See 8 top stars in four days of
exciting singles and doubles
action in intimate Civic Auditorium.
Tennis is the hot sport, so order
now for best seats. Only 2524 seats
available! For further information
and group rates call (415) 3548650
or 8544860. Tickets on sale at
Top Hat (295-8050) and agencies.

fir
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Student Savings

TENNIS EVERYONE!

2 sessions for the price of one.

* Dennis Ralston

(Good for Thursday and Friday

STUDENTS FROM
DEVELOPING COUNTRIES
Prepare yourselves for management
positions in Banking and Finance through
a new master’s degree program designed
for you and offered by the:

International Institute of
Banking and Finance at
Saint Mary’s College of California
For further information, write or call:
The International Institute
of Banking and Financq at
Saint Mary’s College
P.O. Box AL
Moraga, California 94575
(415) 376-8833

r

across from Student Union

1 ennis Classic

Women gymnasts build for future
The women’s gymnastics team will compete
in its second annual varsity -alumni meet Saturday

RAWA MARKET

286 - 2394

R,(l( Kane r ii.hes against the University of Santa Clara

Theater Taos
Ter Recorded
Message call
277-2777

MIDDLE EAST
Grocery

his best game against the
Tigers, rushing for 196
yards in 30 carries, as
SJSU clobbered UOP 41-13.
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* Charlie Pasorell

Free Tennis Clinic
12

-the aspen
15 our most
versatile an
popular
jacket
light weight,
hip length,
and medium
........
thickness maiv
it an outstanding
- ’
4
ear- round pat
prime trrtherri goose drxun
complete step by step instructiori’,

* Sandy Mayer

Nights; Saturday Afternoon.)

o’clock

clinic

for

*

Saturday

Vijay Amritrai

* Jeff Borowink

Afternoon Ticket Holders

* Andy Pattison

Take Coupon to Top Hat

*

140 W. San Carlos

* Anond Amritraj

Cliff Drysdale

(Across from Civic Auditorium)

San Jose’s Own Professional

Tournament!

TICKET APPLICATION
Semi -Finals
SATURDAY
Nov. 13
1:30 p.m.

Semi -Finals
SATURDAY
Nov. 13
7:30 p.m.

FINALS
SUNDAY
Nov. 14
1:30 p.m.

INDIVIDUAL
TICKETS

THURSDAY
Nov. 11
7:30 p.m.

FRIDAY
Nov. 12
7:30 p.m.

Main Floor .

. ___ _0, $7.50

___ _6, $750

0,58 50

(,, $8.50

10 $7.50

oi $750

i., $8 50

6, $8.50

_

6 , $850

0, $6.50

._ _ o, $6.50

(,, $7 50

0, $7.50

_

_0, $7 50

Stage (Baseline)
Loge

..

_....._e, $850

FAMILY PLANIncludes 2 adults and 2 children up to age IS; add $4 for each additional child.
1,0 $19 00 ____Ai $19 00
.v,$2300
Additional kids

v,$400

_

u, VI 00

_ .5’ $4.00

SEASON TICKETS
Patron BoxesCourtside seat, includes parking, hospitality room
and other extras for all five sessions .
Main Floor or StageChoice seat for all five sessions (save $5.50)
LogeChoice seat for all five sessions have $5.50)

.

- _

(a $80 00

_ _ 0,130.00
- _____. 6335.00
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Victory Bell marks tradition
of dying football rivalry
By Rick Gaunt
Although SJSU may
have possession of the
coveted UOP-SJSU Victory
Bell, Spartan rooters, save
for a handful of fraternity
members and alumni,
don’t display much of the
spirit that traditionally
marks the oldest football
rivalry in SJSU history.
The Victory Bell, symbol of the long time rivalry,
is up for grabs once again
when the Spartans take on
the Tigers at UOP this
weekend.
Since 1949, the bell has
traditionally gone to the
winner of the one-time
football classic, with the
Spartans and Tigers record
tied at 14-14.
Bell tradition
Although the bell
tradition was not started
until 1949, the rivalry between the two schools dates
back to 1895 when San Jose
State College began its first
football season against
UOP, then located in San
Jose.
The game resulted in a
0-0 deadlock, as did the
second game in 1898. The
series now stands with San
Jose on top, 29-19-6.
Games
were
sporadically played until
UOP moved to Stockton.
After 1929, both schools
played continually, except
during World War II years.
In fact, both schools
played each other twice in
1961, with the Spartans taking a clean sweep of the
series.
"Aces" bomb
With each year, the
rivalry between the two
schools increased.
Fraternity members
and students from both institutions pulled raids on
one another, including the
kidnapping of song girls,
burning of school letters on
stadium turfs, and even
bonfires.
Members of the "Flying
Aces" airplane club at
SJSU even dive-bombed

bell, it was housed in the
Bell Room of the Archanian fraternity, which has
since become Phi Kappa
Tau fraternity.
Frat steals
In 1961, members of
Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity at SJSU traveled to
UOP and stole the bell.
UOP students have
never attempted to steal
the bell while SJSU had
possession of it.
The record of possession
is currently tied at 14-14,
but the Tigers, who had
possession from 1972-74,
are looking forward to
keeping the bell in Stockton
this weekend.
Hopefully, amid shouts
of "we’ve got the bell," the
Spartan squad will be able
to maintain San Jose as the
bell’s permanent residence

W.311 Bl.ickforti

Annette Espinoza (I), scoots between two Sacramento
defenders in the womens’ field hockey team’s win over the
Hornets, Oct. 26. The undefeated stickers will battle San

Diego State and Cal Poly -Pomona in the regionals
tomorrow.

Mitchell notches ninth shutout
Basketball as stickers edge Stanford, 1-0
2 for 1

JIM8yOUS

Possession of the victory bell will be on the line Saturday
afternoon as the Spartans face UOP in this season’s grid
finale.
the UOP campus with thousands of propaganda leaflets.
In 1949, members of the
Archanian Fraternity of
UOP decided that the
"football classic" symbol
to promote the rivalry, just
as Stanford and Cal exchange the "Axe."
Known to UOP students
as "the bell fraternity" because of their collection of
over 100 bells, members of
the Archanian fraternity
donated a 300 pound school
bell to be awarded to the
victor of the game.
Bell painted
In case of a tie, the bell
was to remain with the
school that had possession
of it the previous year.
The bell is painted half
with UOP colors and half
SJSU colors with the school
letters designating each

half.
At the base of the bell’s
carriage was a plaque that
read: "Presented to the
combined student bodies of
the College of Pacific and
San Jose State College by
the Archanian Fraternity
of UOP." The plaque has
since been lost during
transportation.
After a loss and a tie,
the Spartans finally
brought the bell back to
San Jose in 1952.
According to Dr.
Stanley Benz, the bell was
kept in Morris Daily
Auditorium and campus
clubs and fraternities
would volunteer to take
care of it.
It is now housed at Spartan Stadium in the groundskeepers office.
Whenever UOP would
regain possession of the

A student ticket plan
will enable students to
purchase a pair of season
ducats for $13 for all the
cagers games to be played
at Independence High
School.
The coupon which
students will receive in the
mail for the ticket plan can
be redeemed Nov. 15-19 in
the SJSU athletic ticket
office in the Mens’ Gym.
A special shuttle bus
service will also be offered
for all Spartan home
basketball games. The bus
will depart from the Health
Building (S. 9th & E. San
Carlos streets) at 7 p.m. on
the eve of the game and
return following the game.
The cost for the shuttle
bus will be 25 cents for
ticket holders and 50 cents
for non-ducat holders.
For further information
on the ticket plan or bus
service call the SJSU
Athletic Ticket Office, 2773241.

SJSU boo ters view SCU lacking skills

travel to Stanford’s Harry
By Larry Goldstein
Helen Varenkamp’s Maloney field.
The Spartans will be
first half goal was all the
undefeated SJSU women’s battling San Diego State,
field hockey team needed Cal Poly Pomona and the
to beat an aggressive Cardinals for a spot in the
Stanford University team National Tournament in
on Tuesday.
Philadelphia, Pa. Nov. 24Goalie Noelle Mitchell 27.
and the rest of the defense
SJSU will be
held on to the precarious 1- representing the NCIAC
0 lead as the women while the Aztecs will carry
stickers won their second the banner for Southern
consecutive Northern California division.
California Intercollegiate Stanford and Cal Poly got
to the regionals on an atAthletic Conference title.
"Stanford dominated on large berth basis.
Stanford was actually
attack a little more than we
did," coach Leta Walter the third place finisher in
said. "But our defense held the NCIAC behind SJSU
well and Noelle was out- and Chico State. But Chico
standing."
couldn’t guarantee a
Mitchell recorded her commitment to the
fourth shut -out in six nationals so Stanford got
league encounters and her the nod.
ninth overall as the
The stickers will face
Spartans upped their San Diego’s women
league record to 6-0 and tomorrow in a 9 a.m. tilt
their season record to 13-0- and then will come right
back for a 1:30 p.m. match
Tomorrow the stickers with Cal Poly.
regional
tourwill begin
On Saturday the
nament play as they again stickers will face the
vengeful Cardinals in an
11:30 a.m. game.

The team with the best
record in this round-robin
tournament will earn a trip
to the nationals over
Thanksgiving.

The Broncos, victors of
the cross-town, conference
grudge match once in the
past 13 years, posted that
solo victory in 1973 in Buck
Shaw Stadium.
Broncos improving
"They are always good
against us," head Spartan
mentor Julie Menendez
explained, "but they are
getting better all the
time."
The West Coast Intercollegiate Soccer Conference (WCISC) champion Spartans, needing a

win to accomplish a perfect
conference record, feel
that a decisive victory over
SCU would aid them in post
season competition.
The Broncos, 6-5-3
overall and 2-2-0 in WCISC
action, have been known
for their running game
rather than their skills.
"They are strong because of their hustle,"
SJSU forward Steve
Swadley said, "but they
don’t have a lot of skills."
SJSU sweeper Steve
Ryan said the Broncos’
style of play is similar to
the Spartans’ but they lack
talent in a lot of areas.
Lack Easy
"We have a strong offensive line and so do they,
but they don’t have an offensive punch," the 5-9
sophomore said. "They
don’t have an Easy like we
do and that hurts them."

Stadium, and there is
nothing like the pit, notbody could beat us there."
The Bronco to watch in
this weekend’s contest will
be center back Ricky
Davis. Davis is feared for
his strong shot as well as
his ability to spark the defense.

a decision by the Far West
Area Selection Committee
Monday to determine their
status for NCAA regional
competition.

"I wasn’t impressed
with them, except for
Davis," Swadley claimed.

"They have nothing to
lose if they lose," Ryan
continued, "but I’m sure
they would like to beat a
team that is going to the
playoffs.

Await decision
"I saw Davis play
against the University of
San Francisco," Jerry
Bevans said, "and he’s got
a great headball, but I
think with Ryan and
(Derek) Evans in the
center they should have no
trouble controlling him."
The Spartans ranked
third in the West among
Division I teams will await

John Steigler and John
Barbosa have provided
three-fifths of the Broncos
total scoring thus far. The
two forwards have combined for 15 goals in 14
games.
"Whoever is better
skilled that day is going to
win," Ryan continued,
"and I feel that we are. You
have to remember that we
will be playing in Spartan

* * *

A victory over SCU
could benefit the Spartans
in seeking the opening
round home -field advantage.

"I know (Dave) Chaplik
(SCU coach) would like
nothing better than to blow
it for us," Ryan concluded.
Easy Perez, the
Spartans’ and nation’s
leading scorer with 22
goals, said the Broncos will
be seeking revenge after
last year’s 1-b loss to SJSU.

A Way to Savo Many

MARSAL’S

Haase of Surplus
Levi’s Bells & Cords
Backpacks Shoes
and -nary other goods
124 E. Swots Chum
Itotentre 3rd & Alt

In the event that two
teams finish with identical
records, the team with the
most goals scored in all
games during the two day
competition will get the

20% OFF :it
Kodak
Ilford

PAPER

Good Quality at Cheap Prices

OMEGA B600
110
ALL ACCESSORIES
AT 20% OFF

DISCOUNT CAMERA SALES
171 S 3rd St S.J.275 9649
-75-

Asking questions about your
future is investing time.
Not asking those questions
is wasting time.

Broncos invade Spartan Stadium for tilt
By Jamie Rossi
The last one is always
the hardest and many
SJSU soccer players tend
to agree.
The 20th-ranked SJSU
soccer team will face the
University of Santa Clara
in its final regular season
game this Saturday. The
Spartan Stadium confrontation could prove to be a
battle of the psyched rather
than a test of skills.
"There is a big rivalry
thing surrounding the
game," fullback Jerry
Bevans said following a
workout for the 8 p.m. tilt.
"I know some of those guys
and they will be playing
their hardest because you
always like to beat your
rivals."

ticket for Philadelphia

"They’d like to beat a
top team and I know
Chaplik wants to beat us,"
the 19-year-old sophomore
said. "If we play our game
which is similar to their’s
the score could be close,
but this is it for us we
have to win."

Why not see what Army
ROTC has to offer you?

KSJS (90.7 FM) will
broadcast the game beginning at 7:45 p.m. Steve
Magge, Bill Schulz and
Mark Fehr will bring the
play by play live from
Spartan Stadium.

Contact:
Bill Walden
Rm. 311 McQuarrie Hall
(408) 277-2985

Billy Preston’s Bentley
has the best sound around in car stereo.

* *

Monday Cinema
presents

BORN YESTERDAY
Morris Dailey
500

500

7 & 10

8TH ANNUAL
ALL CAMPUS TABLE SOCCER TOURNEY
WEDNESDAY, NOV 17

8.00 PM
Er1TRY FEE
i300

,
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Itt4Pir"
.r. Ariik ’ 4’
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OPEN DIVISION
(MEN OR WOMEN)
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PLAYE.R,
PEIR TEAM

Powerplay.
Craig’s topof-the-line
car stereos
a complete line
of players that
put out three times the power of
conventional car stereos for
lower distortion
and better sound
at any volume

ON SALE!

SILINPRO

information Et signups at the desk

STUDENT UNION GAMES* AREA

277-3226

1450 Camden Ave , Campbell 377 7636
575 East Santa Clara Si San Jose 294 9461
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International flavors available to students

Campus area abounds with food variety
By Dean Cheatham
So you’re on campus one
day with an hour or two to
kill between classes.
You’re hungry.
You’re tired of MacDonalds and Jack in the Box
and Red Barn and Taco La
Paz.
Don’t despair. There are
other places to eat that are
within walking distance of
campus and not too expensive.

S. 10th Street
One of the best bargains
around is Antuna’s, 470 S.
10th St. Antuna’s features
$2.15 combination plates
with two meat items, refried beans and rice. A bar
separates the dining section from the game room,
which has pinball, pool and
foosball.
Falafel, 515S. 10th St., is
an Arabian sandwich shop
specializing in falafel sandwiches. This is pocket
bread filled with tomatoes,
lettuce, and "meatballs"
made out of garbanzo
beans and spices. Large
falafels are 99 cents, small
ones are 57 cents.
Falafel also has shish
kabobs at $1.79 and a great
walnut and honey pastry,
called baklava, for 50
cents.

William Street
Sutter’s Junction, 444 E.
William St.. took the place
of the hapless Round the
Corner, which had continuous trouble with fires.
Small pizzas range from
$1.90 to $3.75, and large
ones cost $3.70-$6.55. Sut-

ter’s Junction also sells
spaghetti and sandwiches.
Togo’s, 336 E. William
St., raised their prices
slightly after remodeling
this summer, but it still
offers one of the best sandwich deals around.
Prices start at about $1
for a small submarine. The
lines are long on weekends
because dormitory residents can think of no place
better to eat.

Santa Clara St.

San Salvador St.
I felt like I was walking
into my mother’s kitchen
when I entered Margaretha’s, 126 E. San
Salvador St. Margaretha is
a Swedish woman who
makes natural sandwiches
while you sit at the dinette
in her tiny shop.
Sandwiches cost between 95 cents and $1.75,
and are served on whole
wheat bread with tomato,
avocado, alfalfa sprouts
and lettuce.
While there you might
want to try the carrot juice
or the mysterious "pep up
drink," a mixture of apple
and orange juice with
bananas, dates and protein
mix.
Out To Lunch is a roomy
sandwich shop at Third and
San Salvador streets. Sandwiches are $1.35 to $1.95
and are served on white,
wheat, rye or submarine
bread. This restaurant also
serves chili, soup, beer and
wine.
Across Third Street
from Out to Lunch is Mans-

Hamburgers, hot dogs, and onion rings are some of the many low-priced delicacies found at local eateries.
sur’s, a Persian restaurant
with more atmosphere
than any other restaurant
around campus.
The menu is limited to a
few items like shish kabobs
at $1.99 and ,:oobeedeh
kabobs at $1.69. I tried the
koobeedah kabob, which is
like a shish kabob made
with ground meat.
The sandwich was surprisingly similar to an
American hamburger, but
it was very good. Manssur’s makes their kabobs
from beef rather than
lamb, as is customary in
Iran.

San Carlos St.

Third Street

Among the quick -burger
joints on San Carlos Street
is Grande Pizzaria and
Restaurant, featuring
small pizzas from $1.70 to
$2.70 and extra large pizzas
from $3.70 to $6.

The Hodgepodge is a
bar and grill at 169 S. Third
St. Quarter-pound burgers
are $1.25, and the deluxe
burger is $2. Many other
items also are featured.

They also serve breakfast. lunch and dinner with
items such as hamburgers,
sandwiches, fried chicken,
rib steak, beer and wine.

Another bargain is the
Oriental Cafe, 87 E. San
Fernando. From 11 a.m. to
3 p.m. $1 will get you a
large plate of chow mein,
soup, tea, and a small helping of rice. The menu of
Oriental and American
food is extensive, and the
wood-panneled. high-wal-

Subs-N-Stuff, 484 E. San
Carlos, is similar to Togo’s,
with smaller portions and
lower prices. The shop also
serves homemade breads.

San Fernando St.

Careful shopping, wise planning can
stretch food budget, says nutritionist
By Rial Cummings
Students need food to
live, but according to SJSU
health service nutritionist
Cherie Winslow, this
necessity is often the first
to go when students run
short on money.
"I can understand,"
Winslow said. "Other
things like rent and utilities
are fixed, so if money is a
problem. most people cut
down on what they eat."
Winslow, 26, is not completely immune to the problem herself. Besides working part-time in the Health
Center. she’s a graduate
student at SJSU. working
toward an M.A. in nutrition. Her budget allows
about $15 a week for food.
Winslow said such a
budget is enough to meet
nutritional needs, but careful shopping can help
stretch it further.
"Whenever possible,"
she said. "I try to buy fresh
food rather than processed,
convenience foods. That
means avoiding canned or
frozen foods also."

The reason is not just a
matter of taste.
"When you eat convenience foods." she said,
"you’ll pay for that convenience. You’ll always pay
more for packaged than
fresh food."
For fresh fruits and
vegetables, Winslow recommends the Farmer’s
Market, because the lack of
middlemen cuts down the
price.
However, the Farmer’s
Market adjacent to campus
is closed for the winter.
When buying meat, students should buy directly
from the butcher if possible, rather than purchasing pre-packaged products.
"I buy flank steak from
a Mexican market," she
said. "It costs me about
$1.49 a pound there compared to a chain like
Lucky, where it might be
$2.49 a pound."
For that old staple,
ground round, Winslow
suggests stretching it with
soy products. Rather than
buying one of the "Ham -

Cherie Winslow
burger Helper" products,
she recommended buying
noodles or macaroni and
adding them separately to
save money.
She also favors meat
substitutes, such as eggs,
cheese and other dairy products. Fish is fine, though
catches vary in cost, depending on the season.
Chicken is inexpensive,
even more so if it’s bought
whole rather than pre-cut.
Other suggestions include:

Solar energy lecture
slated for tomorrow
A workshop -lecture
series on solar energy
sponsored by the Geology
Club at SJSU will begin at 9
a.m. tomorrow in the S.U.
Umunhum Room.
Students may register
for the class from 8 a.m. to
9 a.m, by paying a $25 fee
at the door.
This is the third annual
series sponsored by
SABER (Society for
Adapting Building to the

use dry, skim milk in
place of the carton variety;
instead of more expensive breakfast cereals,
try oatmeal, Maypo, and
other grain-based cereals;
try whole wheat instead of white bread. For
about the same cost, you’ll
get more nutrients. The
same goes for brown rice
instead of white.
Winslow also pointed
out that preparing food properly can help maintain its
nutritional value.
"In general," she said,
"it’s better not to overcook
food. Vegetables, for instance, should be crunchy
rather than munchy."
She suggested cutting
down on waste. For
example, if you cook vegetables. don’t throw away

MARK’S
STEREO
Buy & Trade
293-8990
74 E. San Fernando /
1 Block from Campli,..,

The ’PERFECT’
SalGREETING CARD
. . . ONE MADE BY YOUI

Environment Reasonaoly
according to Jim Berkland.
county geologist.
The keynote speaker is
Dr. Donald Aitken, chairman of SJSU’s Environmental Studies Department.
There will be field trips
to a solar heated home and
the Santa Clara Community Center which is
heated and cooled by solar
energy.

BLANK CARD STOCK
MATCHING ENVELOPES
ASSORTED COLORS q,.. (t

each

the water. Use it for soup or
in gravies because it holds
a lot of nutrients.
Finally, if you snack
between meals, try to hold
the line on candy, soft
drinks, potato chips and the
like.
"They provide calories," she said, "but you’ll
get more for your money
from something like fruit."

led booths on the side allow
you to eat lunch at a private table for four.
Next door, at 89 E. San
Fernando, La Plazita also
offers a lunchtime special.
From 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. you
can get a combination plate
with rice, beans, salad and
coffee for $2.25 or $2.50.
Mark Ely’s Big Dipper,
across from the library on
San Fernando Street, is a
snack-food grocery and ice
cream shop. Mark Ely’s
also sells soup, stew and
chili.
Peanut’s, 275 E. San
Fernando, is a busy place
which offers bacon, eggs
and toast for $1.40, quarterpound burgers for 95 cents,
and sandwiches at about
$1.50.
Peanuts is probably as
well known for its beer and
wine as its food.

El Rebores, 118 E.
Santa Clara St., used to be
the bargain that Antuna’s
now is. But they raised
their prices by about a
dollar over the summer.
Special plates cost $2 to $4.
The food is good and the
servings are large.
Howard’s Crystal
Creamery, 304 E. Santa
Clara St., is an old diner
with wood paneling and
good ice cream. In June
this year a Lincoln High
School student set a record
by drinking seven of Howard’s milk shakes in two
and one half hours.
Breakfast costs about $2
at the Creamery, sandwiches range from $1 to
$1.50, and dinners cost
between $3 and U.
Coffee 20, 348 E. Santa
Clara, is under new
management and serves a
small menu of American
and Chinese food.
For 99 cents you can get
two eggs, hash browns,
toast and coffee. Hamburgers, and bacon, lettuce

SHOWROOM
HEADBOARD

510

F X IRA

354-2513

ZZWprb

243-6262
Open Evenings Et Sundays

354-5.313

STYLISTS TRAINED IN ’YOSH’ TECHNIQUE
1LLL

hecorilines
HAIR DESIGN

CALL FOR APPOINTMENT
Phone 377-1601
2080 S. Bascom Avenue (next to Denny’s)
Campbell

What every
young man
wants for
Christmas

You’ll find it in this month’s OUI.

Slarting with our cover girl, Lenka, this
month’s big holiday issue gives you more of what
you buy oui for. Par example: the low down on
Biorhythms as an aid to making out. Brian
Wilson on life with the high -flying Beach Boys.
Abbie Hoffman on life with the low-lying Loch Ness monster. Our pulchritudinous
.1977 Datebook pull-out calendar. And just in case you have too much Scotch.
slip on Banana peel and suffer Whiplashyou’ll find this month’s oUi makes
you an instant expert on all three subjects while you’re recuping in the hospital.
Margo St. James. the streetwalker’s George Mean’
You’ll also meet
And learn all the latest trends in the Opium
Trade since the liberation of Laos. Cambodia
and South Vietnam. December OIJI then
salutes the coming of King Kong II with a
survey of Sex in Sci-Fi Films over the
years. And, of course, there’s more
There always is in OUI. Take our
center-spread lady Ava Cadell.
More, more.
December oui. It’s where you
want to be for the holidays
And it’s at your
newsstand now.
il

PAINT & WALLPAPER CO
Valley Fair Ct
San Jose - 24913700
365 San Antonio Rd MI View 941-3600

GROAN WILS001
INTVIWU

Vatkr

SALE HOURS: Sun 12to 5
MON THURS FRI 9 to 9
TUES WED SAT 9 to 5

BOOKS INC

438 n ’onto crux ove , los gobs

reir:11:

San Carlos St
San Jose 297-3677

The Country’s Big Bookstore

petemen & bishop photography

1,

WATERBED

85,000 PaperBacks
85,000 HardBounds

Savings

Special Prices on Mouldings for Students

800 W

by the 1,000’s always

NATURAL OUTDOOR PORTRAIT 16"x16"
regular $150.00, now only $80.00.. Full Color
Of You Or Your Family. No Extra Costs. Make
Appointments Now For This Unusual $70.00

87

TWIN SUPER SINGLE OR DOUBLE
FIVE YEAR MATTRESS / LINER
NEW 42 MONTH SUNDOWN HEATING SYSTEM
DECK & PEDESTAL

BOOK
BA RG AI NS

A Perfect Season For Environmental
Portraiture

Cheim Waterbed Showroom
Lumber, Plywood and Building Materials

The California Colt

and tomato sandwiches are
$1.15.
Many people have raved
about Nick’s, 354 E. Santa
Clara St. But I was very
disappointed when, on my
only visit there, my pizza
turned out very burned and
tasteless. A friend and I
were the only customers in
the restaurant and the man
behind the counter acted as
if burnt pizzas were a common occurance there.
In all fairness to Nick’s
however, the prices are
average and the pizzas are
much more filling than
most.

THE CHRISTMAS OF 1976
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Job insights gained in two-day workshop

Adviser aids
the disabled
Mary Rogers has
worked with people for
almost 40 years.
Her first job was as a
theater manager and
now she is an SJSU
disabled students’
adviser.
"I won’t quit until the
campus has become
completely accessible to
the disabled student,"
she said.
Rogers’ position as
disabled students’
adviser became a part
of the regular university
budget in July.
She hopes now to
create a closer
relationship with the
community colleges to
recruit more disabled
students to SJSU.
She said there has
been a big upswing in
the disabled student
population in the last
three years, and the
university has encouraged the increase.
Many of the SJSU
facilities on campus
already have been
modified for the
disabled student, according to Rogers.
Curb cuts have been
added, thresholds in
doors have been
lowered for wheel chair
students, drinking
fountains were lowered,
library stacks were
moved, and Braille
lettering has been
placed on classroom
and faculty office doors.
The college, being on
level ground, encourages "these
students to come here,"
she said.
"I can’t put my job in

Students explore careers with companies
By Kevin Dwyer
Students uncertain
about their futures in the
business world had an
opportunity last Thursday
and Friday to get some
relevant facts in a two-day
session exploring careers.
Over 20 companies from
the United States and
Canada participated in the
first Career Exploration
Days sponsored by the
Alumni Association for the
School of Business and the
Business Minority
Students.
The two groups are
planning another career
day sometime next
semester.
The program, which
drew students with
psychology and journalism
majors as well as those
from the School of
Business, was designed to
give students more insight
into their career objectives.
"The program helps
students search for a
career and how to go
through the system to get
it," said Ivan Armstrong,
business minority students’
representative.
"It shows them what
qualifications it takes to
field a job and what
companies will make this
available," he said.
Mike Sullivan, a 23year-old electrical engineering major, thought the
program was beneficial.
"For me it was my first
exposure to a future employer. I’m a senior and it’s
something I have to start
thinking about. I was able
to pick up tips on interviewing for companies
and what to look for," he
said.
Steve Brandt, a

a little box," she said.
"I’m willing to listen to
the student and try to
help with the problem."

Mary Rogers
Many disabled
students come to Rogers
with the problcm of
instructors who do not
understand their
disability. She said she
tries to encourage the
student to admit their
disability to the instructor, and she has, on
occasion, talked to the
instructor.
"It’s a question of
caring," she said. "It’s
important to be committed. It’s not an 8 to 5
job."
But Rogers said she
always was interested
in the disabled student.
She has helped the
Santa Clara Blind Clinic
in developing Braille
books for the public
schools and has helped
with the special
olympics for the
retarded.

iuccessful sorority
)egins sister chapter
During the 60’s, when
ti -establishment and
ti-tradition sentiments
ire being expressed
roughout the nation’s
lieges, sororities took a
arp decline in memrship..
In the past, sororities
!re regarded as being a
cial cliche, a type of snob
ganization where only a
rson from a certain
cial class could join.
During this decade,
titudes on campuses
ye changed. Now that
udent opinion and
iticisms of the establishmit are becoming more
laxed, more coeds are
ning a sorority.
"We’ve had bigger
shes than ever," said
ani Short, scholarship
airwomen of Alpha Phi.
The houses have
ubled."
Because of this success,
SU’s Alpha Phi has
;anized a sister chapter
Santa Clara University
This is the first sorority
the university which was

formerly an all-male institution.
April Messick, rush
chairwomen of Alpha phi,
said the idea of starting a
sorority at SCU began two
years ago when Santa
Clara coeds expressed an
interest in joining.
Interested students
were invited to a barbecue
given by San Jose Chapters
of Alpha Phi during the
first week of classes.
Messick said 100
women attended and afterwards, 30 women
pledged to join the sorority.
Messick said more
students want to join
because the negative
concepts that a sorority
once had have changed.
"They used to have a
snob elite type of appeal,"
she said. "Now they’ve
changed, they’re different."
She said one reason for
the change in their image is
due to the fact the girls are
raised from different social
backgrounds, they’re not
from rich upper class

families.
Although the sorority
will be officially sanctioped
with a ceremony this
weekend, the women do not
have a house to live in.
Messick said the
National House in Easton,
Illinois will fund the
housing after the sorority is
established for a few years.
Presently, the coeds are
using the basement of the
dorms to hold meetings.
Messick said the success of the sorority will
determine if other
sororities will be started at
SCU

322 F SANTA CAA
SAN JOSE, CA.

294-0600

Trivia \

For Men - Rugby Shirts $17
Ski Sweaters from $12-620
Brittania European Cut Denims
For Women - Landlubber Cordoroy Coat
Dresses Turtle Neck Acrylic Knits cg. $12 novv 66.99
Cow Neck Acrylic Knits org. $14 now $7.99
For Both
Ski Vests Super Warm- Dacron fiber fill $20
EASTRIDGE MALL-UPPER LEVEL

rt.

I-

$299

Clare Kuknke, of Imperial
Life Insurance Company,
said his company participated in the event in
order to get "the name of
the company before the
student and to introduce
the industry."
"I tell students insurance is not an easy
business. I warn them of
hardships they may have to
endure to succeed," he
said.
Kuhnke said some
students "freaked out"
when he told them they
may have to rub shoulders
with the public. "They’re
the ones looking for the
management positions,"
he said.
Kuhnke said most
students have the wrong
conception of an insurance
man.
"They imagine a high
pressure sales pitch. But
that is not the case. We’re
just people dealing with

representative from Ernst
and Ernst, an international
auditing company, said he
tries to turn students on to
"what accounting is all
about."
"A lot of students who
come up to me don’t know
the first thing about accounting or auditing. I try
to answer their questions
as best I can," he said,
Brandt said most
students are concerned
about competitiveness,
starting salaries, work
hours and demands as far
as personal time.
Industries introduced
He said that students
especially interested in
becoming Certified Public
Accountants (CPA) were
asking about the difficulty
of the CPA exam.
"They were asking me
what the exam was lilce and
how difficult it was," he
said.
Another businessman,

OPY-RIGHT

$299

people," he said.
An alternate approach
to a career objective was
offered by Jo Ella Hannah.
SJSU ombudswoman.
Hannah was running the
booth for creative work,
an on campus job alternative program sponsored
by the dean of Student
Services Office.
Lives planned
The program helps
students plan their lives
along with their work.
"After all, we might as well
like what we’re doing,"
Hannah said.
In addition to altcrnatives for work fulfillment, -creative work
aids students in selecting
"value identification."

"We ask students what
kind of values they have
and what things are important to them, whether
they enjoy working outside
or working with their
hands," she said.
Hannah said the

* * * *

4(

program tries to find
creative ways to a pproach working life.
Creative work also
helps students "go about
presenting themselves to
prospective employers,"
she said.

* * * * * * * * **
JUDICIARY
*

* * *

4(
6 Students -at-Large
consti- *
.4( Determines constitutionality, under A.S.constitu- *
4 tution, of any A.S. action. Interprets
,
tion upon request of Council or A.S. President.
cases ire ’r
4E Judiciary has original jurisdiction iri
*
and
4, volving alleged violations of A.S. regulations
hears appeals from decisions of lower judicial *
4( bodies.
*
DEADLINE FRIDAY
4(
Contact Gloria Gronan A.S. Personnel Office 3rd level S U

4(

*

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
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PROTECT-O
COVERS
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(Free installations for students)

t

FIBERGLASS@ ALUMINUM
CAMPERS AND COVERS FOR PICKUP TRUCKS

7c

THESIS SPECIALIST

734-18505-96’

ss dnve
Sunnyvale (Factory)

100% COTTON
a copy
SHARP, CLEAR, QUALITY
LAMINATING Et INSTANT BOOKBINDING
2939 PARK AVE., SANTA CLARA

Factory open
to public

4 LOCATIONS IN THE BAY AREA

classifieds
announcements

::

PIANO INSTRUCTION - THEORY
& HARMONY - CLASSICAL
TO JAZZ - 20 YEARS EXPERIENCE. CALL 225-7013.
BREAD AND ROSES BOOKSHOP
- 136 So. let St., 294-2930.
New r.sed. Afro-American
Latino,
canof Native American, Marxist, women’s labor,
children’s books Et much more.
Selected posters & records.
Friendly personal service.
Browsers welcome. Ask about
our special events. Open 10 to 6.
Mon. through Sat.
AWAKEN Your fantasies while
conditioning your body. Eufrasia
School of Ballet offers special
college age classes for beginners
through advanced. Small classes
- individual attention. Studios:
San Jose Et Santa Clara.
241-1303.
KUNG FU is now available at the In-’
stitute of PsychoPhysical Development la non-profit educational corporation) 325 S. First
St., 4th Floor, San Jose. Classes
are on MON thru THUR at 7 p.m.
and SAT at 10 a.m., spectators
welcome. Full-time students (12
units or more) get a 15% discount. For more information drop
by or call 2916611.
PHOTOGRAPHS
Hire a
photographer at a small hourly
fee for weddings, dinners, etc.,
and keep the negatives. Also will
trade this service for others. Call
Ron 141514717727.
OVERSEAS JOBS Summer/year round. Europe, S.
America, Australia, ANa, etc. All
fields, 8500412(11 monthly. Expenses paid, sightseeing. Free info. Write: International Job
Center, Dept. SB, Box 4490,
Berkeley, CA 94704

FRIDAY FLICKS PRESENTS: Walt
Disney’s Classic; SNOW WHITE
AND THE SEVEN DWARFS, join
the wicked Queen, the Handsome Prince, Snow White, Doe.
Dopey, Sneezy, Grumpy, Happy,
Sleepy & Bashful in Walt
Disney’s first feature length animated classic since its original
release. Not to mention music
like "Whistle While You Work,’
"Heigh-ho, Heigh-lo" and more.
TWO SHOWS. 75, 10 p.m Fri
Nov. 12. Morris Daily Auditorium, 5X, by Alpha Phi
Omega.
TASTY SANDWICHES all kinds.
Straight from the kitchen,
Hornemade, delicious, Swedish
meatballs. 126 E. San Salvador,
10-6.
_

1971 VW Bus. New clutch, brakes,
lo mi., AM/FM, tape, must sell,
82001, 244-1145 Georgiann.
VOLKSWAGEN REPAIR
All work guaranteed. Tuneup, $22, includes new parts.
Free house calls in SJS area.
Phone Dan at 2914616 eves.
Toyota 70 Corona Deluxe A/C
autombtic, rebuilt eng., excellent
cond. $1250. 275-0843.

entertainment

U.

for sale

1:.

Share apt. non-smoker male, own
bdrm, pool, $100 + Yr util.
Blossom Hill area. 225-3166
1.

CASH for books and records.
Phone 286-6275. Recycle Bookstore, 98 E. San Fernando, SJ
Selection of used books &
records Great!
SHREDDED FOAM Rubber, 5(k
lbs. Any Quantity, 293-2954.
Fender Bandmaster amp and
speaker bottom in good working
cond. $150. Thom. 296-3197.
New Wedding Gowns. Assorted
Sizes, many with trains, call
287-0896.
70 DATSUN 510 - light yellow.
auto., with air. Excellent condi
hon. Appraised at $1200 or best
offer. 264-1333.
BLUE PARAKEET for sale
with cage and accessories.
Call 293-1291. .
LIKE NEW 10 speed bike for sale,
excellent cond., asking $85 Call
293-0141.
01

help wanted

CAREER OPPORTUNITY
Graphic Sciences, Subsidiary of
Burroughs Corp. seeks graduating business majors to fill lacsimilie communications marketing positions in Bay Area. For
interview, contact Mark
Branch Manager,
Aschauer
415-573-8801.

-

IMMEDIATE NEED: Sales leaders.
Sell tomorrow’s products today.
Come to where the money is .
with Shaklee products. Call
356-9226 or 286-5386, ask for
43

housing

On*
day

Two
days

Three Four
days days

Five
days

S1.50
2.00
2.50
3.00

200
2.50
3.00
3.50

2.25
2 75
3.25
3.75

2 40
2 90
3.40
390

7 50
3 00
3.50
400

Each additional line add:
50
543
50

50

50

lost
and found

.1

FOUND -at SJS Football Stadium. lost puppy, 3-4 mos.
old., brown, mixed breed.
Only ID white flea collar.
Call 998-5285 or 277-8968.

personals
EXPERIENCE. open friendly com
munication wiyour peers in a
quiet warm atmosphere Drop by
the Peer Drop In Center, 3rd
floor, Student Union, Diablo
Room. It’s a friendly place to
relax and most people, also
workshops, groups, referrals and
information. M. thur Thurs., 10
a.m.. 7 p.m., Friday 10-3 p.m.
Drop by soon.
FRIDAY FLICKS PRESENTS: Walt
Disney’s Classic; SNOW WHITE
AND THE SEVEN DWARFS, join
the wicked Queen, the Hand
some Prince, Snow White, Doc.
Dopey. Sneezy. Grumpy. Happy.
Sleepy & Bashful in Walt
Disney’s first feature length animated classic since as original
release. Not to mention music
like "Whistle While You Work "
"Heigh ho. Heigh lo" and more
TWO SHOWS, 75, 10 p.m., Fri.,
Nov. 12. Morris Daily Audi
torium. 50C, by Alpha Phi
Omega.
FREE TO A GOOD HOME:
.
Young, healthy, Bitch. Great
Help
jogging companion.
save this dog, eves, 998-0572.
ACTOR needed for Monty Python Commercial KOED.
2779690.
How did Snow
CHAR: Question
White exit the forest 771 RM 14

4:

DELIGHTFUL place to live. Ping
pong, volleyball, dishwasher,
radar oven. Extra clean, extra
quiet 234 S. 11th St. 1 blk from
campus. $85 and up 998-0803,
968-7410 level. Mgrs wanted.
EXCELLENT Rooms Across Cam
pus, men, 99 S. 9th St. Kitchen
env Shared S7O’rno Private
$105/mo Phone 279-9816, if no
answer call 2691750. Girls 278S
10th Sr Across Bus, Build
Kitchen privil. Et parking from
$75/shared !no & $115 private.
Call 279-9035. if no answer on the

Classified Rates

lines
lines
lines
lines

Two bedroom apt., clean & nicely
furnished.
Near campus,
$195/month. 298-0102.
Deluxe secure 2 Wm’’, apt. Pool,
w.w., carpets, drapes, A.E.K.
$185 mo. 287-9783 or 292-7942.
Female to share 2 bdr. Apt. in Santa Clara or Cupertino. Call
277-8198.

1!

OFFICE CLERK -WAREHOUSEMAN 4 days/week, 3-4 hrs each
day to fit school schedule. Most
type 40-50 WPM. $3.00/hr.
Steady work. 298-4900.

A 10% DISCOUNT with this ad for
an Electronic DYNAMOMETER
tune-up at TUNE 41, the automotive tune-up specialists, 1531
W. San Carlos, Si. Your cost will
be 4 cyl 533, 6 cyl 835.10. 8 cyl
$3698 I most cars1 Parts Et labor
included Guaranteed 6 months
Takes about 30 min Phone
286 3566 Discount good through
December 1, 1976.

3
4
5
6

:

FRIDAY FLICKS PRESENTS: Walt
Disney’s Classic; SNOW WHITE
AND THE SEVEN DWARFS, join
the wicked Queen the Handsome Prince, Snow White, Doc,
Dopey, Sneezy, Grumpy, Happy.
Sleepy & Bashful in Walt
Disney’s first feature length animated classic since its original
release. Not to mention music
like "Whistle While You Work,"
"Heigh-ho, Heigh-lo" and more.
TVVO SHOWS. 7 & 10 p.m., Fri.,
Nov. 12. Morris Daily Auditorium, 50C, by Alpha Phi
Omega.

!!’

automotive

MALE NEEDED - meddle share 8
rm house. Rent with upkeep of
house. Near 101. 225-5345, 7am
or 4:30pm.
Share Fum. Apt; with mother and
blk.
daughter: own bedews.
SJSU. 293-2898-Street pkg.
Free - 1 month rent, you do painting & clng. 1 Bdrm Dplx w /yard
& garden space - walk to campus - $175 mo rent. 121 N. 10th
St. 203-7987. Pleasant, student
landperson.
Near SJSU. 2 Et 3 bdrms starting at
$245. Furnished. Underground
parking. 470 So. 11th St.,
287.7590.
Female to share 4 bedroom house
in Santa Clara, $100 mo. Call
241-3618 after 6.

BLUEGRASS, The Tonto Basin
Boys every Sat. 9 to 12 p.m.
Sunnyvale. Straw Hat Pizza,
Maude & Mathilda.

h.

DEEP PIT - Well not exactly,
but a lot of weird things do
happen at "THE PIT
Markham Hall.
- -Artisans w/qual., volume
wanted for 30 day X.Mas
Store, Stanford Shopping Cp.
14151 948-0613.
THE PEACE CORPS is now on
campus full time. Come by Indus.
Mon.,
trial Studies Rm 207
Wed , Fri. & get any questions
answered. Returned PCV’s, I
would like to know about your
come
experiences abroad, tco
by Et we’ll talk.

!V

above numbers call 268-1750.
DELIGHTFUL place to live. Ping
Peng, Volleyball, dishwasher,
radar oven. Extra clean, extra
quiet. 234S. 11th St. 1 blk. from
campus. $90 and up, 998-0833,
968-7410 level. Mgrs. wanted.

FIAT ’71 124 Spider. Alloys, new
paint, bra, roll bar, low mileage.
Call Beverly, 293-3213.

The Christian Science Organization
meets at 3:30 Wednesdays in the
SJSU Student Chapel. The
SJSU campus community is
welcome.

ei

TRIVIA QUESTION
’OR TODAY: What
+ere Alfred Hitchcock’s
irst words on his
elevision show?
YESTERDAY’S
iNSWER: Zorro was
ctually Don Diego de
rega.
Trivia suggestions
hould be submitted to
tick Gaunt at the
partan Daily office
rom 1:30 p.m. to 4:30
m,
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Call now 292-WAVE- San Jose.
Papers/Term
TYPING.
resumes/theses/senior projects/letters. 754 page and up.
Office near SJU. 2879611,
287-8612 19 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.) or
262-1923 (all other hours). Ask
for Kitty Carter, North Valley
Secretarial Service.
TYPING - thesis, term papers,
etc., experienced and fast.
Phone 269-8674.
AT LAST a fun way to exercise!!
Enroll now in ADULT dancing
classes. Improves Coordination.
Mental Stimulation, Great Way
to Meet People. Modern Jazz or
Tap Classes. Call Kaiser Dance
Studio, 243-4634.
maxPRE-LAW STUDENTS
imize LSAT score by taking Bay
Area LSAT Review Course
taught by Stanford Lawyers with
over 5 years teaching experience
in other locations. Starts Nov.
17, Call 415 841-6500 for information.
I hear you’ve fallen in love .. for
special music, chosen by you for
your wedding day, call 371-1877,
Skip Garcia, Balladeer. Music for
weddings, receptions, and private parties.
TYPING - IBM SEL. 11, fast, accurate, exp. in Campbell/TuraNan. 267-3119 Nan,
BUSINESS Opportunityl Stuff
envelop.. $50 per 100. Send
stamped addressed envelope to
A. Rodriguez, 1212 E. William
St., San Jose, Ca 95115
TYPING SERVICE. Quality
work.
Fast.
Reasonable
rates. South San Jose. Ann
Huston. 578-3691.
DATES - DON’T spend your
weekends alone, write to us for
questionnaire. Matchmaker. P.O.
Box 24698 San Jose Ca. 95154,
STUDENT RATES! Term papers,
Theses, Resumes, Stevens Creek
near Kiely, 984- 7500
TUTORING - Math. Experienced,
Nihr. Dean Truby. 866-1954 or
378-3624 (messages)

I5

stereos

is.

SAVE THIS AD. Before you purchase costly stereo equipment,
check with us for discounts on
200 meter brands of Audte. TV,
tape, car stereo, etc. Advice on

purchasing the Right gear the
fast time with no hassles We
rnanufacture a complete line of
Hi Fi speakers and blank recording tape sold wholesale to the
public. Sounds Unique. 9982693. Tues. Sat. 12.6.
USED STEREO EQUIPMENT. We
buy & sell used stereo equipment. REBUY HI -Fl, 5023 Stevens Creek Blvd. Santa Clara,
9810344, T-F, 10-7, Sat. 10-5.
Would like to trade new AM.FM
Audiovok Quad (worth 03001
with 50 tapes for a home stereo
system of equal value. Call Ray at
293-1781
LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEMS: We
are a small loudspeaker co that
prides itself on quality and
craftsmanship Prices range from
$85-8300. K .C.K . Loudspeakers,
371 2048

travel

CHARTER FLIGHTS winter and
spring to ,j_ondon from Oakland.
Seats available for XMAS, $359,
3 or 4 weeks. Also Frankfurt from
L.A. from $399. British European
Travel, 937 Saratoga Ave., San
Jose, 95129, Phone 446-5252.
CHARTER INFORMATION TO
NEW YORK . . CHICAGO . . .
EUROPE AT CHRISTMAS . .
MANY OTHER DESIGNATIONS
. . . YOUTH HOSTEL CARDS
. WORK ABROAD . . . STUDENT I.D. CARDS... EURAIL
El BRITRAIL PASSES . . .
INTER -EUROPEAN FLIGHTS
. . . INFORMATION TO ALL
PARTS OF THE WORLD . . .
CONTACT THE STUDENT
TRAVEL CENTER IBARRACK
AS, BEHIND MORRIS DAILEY)
MON. WED. & THURS 1 p.m. -4
p.m. OR CALL ANYTIME
259-8355 The Student Travel
Center is sponsored by SJSU
Backpackers International Club.
GOING ABROAD?? Chances are
You need appliances that operate
on 220 volt. 50 cycle. We carry a
variety of 220 volt appliances.
ARIS EXPORT CO. 6419 Telegraph Ave., Oak. Ca. 94609 Tel:
415-654 4751.
EUROPE ISRAEL AFRICA Student
charter flights year round, ISCA
1609 Westwood Blvd. No. 103,
L.A Calif . 90024 12131 826 5669,
8290955

PUT IT
IN PRINT
If

you

have something

special to say, put
it in Spartan Daily
Personals.

services
Enroll
STUDENT Dental Plan
"now". Applications and information at Associated Students office or call 371-6811.

2 lines 1 day is 75C
2 lines 2 days is $1

TYPING - IBM Selectric
253-3684
Pick up and Delivery
YOGA and Meditation Classes of fared day and night Yoga is a
mental and phystcal discipline the meditation practice is simple
and direct The pnce is 20 dollars
for 30 classes of 2 hours each.

Come in to JC 208 between
9 a.m. and 3 p.m.
non cornercial ads only

Print Your Ad Here:

Each
addi
Ilona,
day

(Count iippros 30 let t mrs anti spaces lo, each line)

35
35
35
35
Phone

Pr Int na me

Minimum Three Lines One Day

Address
Enclosed Is*

GUY-

For _Days

Semester rate all issues) $25.00
lonti
asy handling’ minimum maintenance requirements’ 130s miles per gallon’
’,",vice Me’ fully transistorized ignition system" all these traditional Jaws features are inherent
.ilso in the Jawa-Babetta Moped. It is an ideal vehicle for college commuting.
JR CYCLERY

780

St SAet Jose

295 2642

Check a Classification

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER
OR CASH TO

Deadline. two days prior to pub

location
Consecut ive publication dates on
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIED
IY
ii Enter tarnment
Lost and Found ii Travel
SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY
’No refunds on cancelled ’ads
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"You get it better at The Wherehouse"

RECORD

LE
ON SALE
HARRY

S TAPE

HARRY
CHAPIN
ON THE ROAD
TO KINGDOM COME

CHAPIN

"ON THE ROAD TO
KINGDOM COME
I
MFRS. SUG. LIST PRICE 6.98
OUR REG. TICKET PRICE 4.96

Available on Elektra
Records &Tapes
u

Looking for a thoughtful gift?
The WHEREHOUSE has gift
certificates!!!

BUT HURRY...THIS SALE POSITIVELY
ENDS NOVEMBER 24, 1976!I!

TAPE4’88

MFRS. SUG. LIST PRICE 7.98
OUR REG. TICKET PRICE 5.97

ARE YOU A CARDCARRYING MEMBER OF THE WHEREHOUSE?
THOUSANDS OF WELLKNOWN PEOPLE ARE!...

Qi WHEREHOUSE
records

tapes

You can save another buck off any LP or Tape
or
with an already low ticket price of $4.00
every
during
day
every
good
is
card
This
more.
hour that we’re open. Just think of the savings
very
on the LP’s and Tapes you want for your
our
to
only
applies
offer
discount
own. This
ticket price and may not be applied to any LP or
Tape on sale at less than ticket price.

records

FACULTY STUDENT DISCOUNT CARD

090 %KIM
% Wo\IN

CLAA-ek"sz-.---r

CE2:2)

ANDREW BENTLEY
A0002 3364 5736

WHEREHOUSE!!!
TAKE THIS APPLICATION TO YOUR NEAREST
DATE

NAME

SCHOOL
YOUR CALIFORNIA ADDRESS
ZIP

STATE

CITY

SIGNATURE

LP:HONE

TH: VVEHER, EF1.09U0SE49
:101140
GA D 4S.ILKITNGSLEY
NA CA
DR.,
ATTN:
2
COLLEGE
SALES

Allow six weeks for processing.
Please print all information clearly.
to the conditions above. This "ad -only offer" expire
subject
Tape
or
LP
any
off
$1.00
for
ANYONE MAY APPLY!!! As an extra bonus, use this ad
at discount prices every hour, every day, all year!!!
November 30, 1976. Carry your card and carry away records and tapes EVERYWHERE!!!
WHERE? At The WHEREHOUSE!!!

WHEREHOUSE.
0 110/nib/II

Stores Everywhere,
Including:

San Jose ... 1029 Blossom Hill
San Jose ... 1971 Tully
San Jose ... 395 So. Winchester

of INTEGRITY ENTERTAINMENT CORP

Fremont 3780 Mowry
Mountain View 1915 El Camino Real
San Mateo 1934 El Camino Real
San Lorenzo 17900 Hesperian
Pleasant Hill 1025 Contra Costa Blvd.
Cupertino 20640 Stevens Creek

